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ABSTRACT 

 

While the Korean Peninsula looms as a regional security threat for most of 

North East Asia, North Korea is deliberately constructed as a global threat 

by the US.  This thesis fills an important gap in the existing literature by 

exploring alternative questions raised by critical writers on what is often 

referred to as the “problem” of North Korea, especially in relation to memory.  

To organise these questions, Baudrillard’s order of simulacrum is employed 

to help explore the concept of memory curation and how it relates to a 

renewed aesthetic turn in international relations studies. Baudrillard’s 

simulacra is effective when also coupled with Derrida’s notion of post-Cold 

War hauntology.  In current US foreign policy North Korea is marginalised, 

too often an afterthought of US international concern.  Traditional security 

studies have failed to fully account for this marginalisation.  Yet for 

Pyongyang the Korean War has never been forgotten, while Washington 

struggles to remember it.  Acknowledging this, the core questions this thesis 

seeks to answer are: what have been the main narratives employed by the 

US, preventing North Korea’s normalisation in the international system?  

And, has this American behaviour helped in reinforcing regime stability in 

Pyongyang, allowing North Korea to fortify itself against American 

aggression?  
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Chapter One 

Introduction: spectacle, simulation and spectre 

 

In 2014, Sony Pictures announced completion of a film entitled The Interview, in which 

two incompetents are sent by the CIA to kill the leader of North Korea, Kim Jong Un.1   

It is the first film made in the United States of America (US) to feature the 

assassination of an existing head of state.  In retaliation Sony Pictures allegedly 

suffered cyber crime by the North Korean government in order to protest against, and 

thwart, the movie’s release.  When the movie was preemptively withdrawn from 

screenings, US President Obama politely condemned Sony for failing to stand up for 

the ideal of American freedom.  He declared that the US would respond 

‘proportionately’ to the Pyongyang regime, preferring that Sony had negotiated with the 

government before its decision.2  Neither the President nor the State Department chose 

at this time to release the (then unknown) information that at least two of its officials 

had viewed a pre-release copy of the movie and advised those involved regarding its 

potential use as anti-Pyongyang propaganda.3   

 

Following the criminal allegations, North Korea was then under discussion to be 

reinstated to the list of state sponsors of terrorism from which it had been 

removed in October 2008.4  North Korea denied all allegations and announced it 

was willing to cooperate with any joint investigation recommended by the 

American administration.  Meanwhile, beneath the radar of mainstream media – 

																																																								
1 North Korea’s official international title is the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
(DPRK), as South Korea’s is the Republic of Korea (ROK).  This thesis will proceed with 
usage of the vernacular titles, unless a direct reference is made in quotation to either.   
2 Rosenfeld, Everett.  2014, “Obama: I think Sony made a mistake by pulling ‘The 
Interview’”.  NBR.com (CNBC.com), 19 December 2014.  Available 
http://nbr.com/2014/12/19/obama-i-think-sony-made-a-mistake-by-pulling-the-
interview/  accessed 21 August 2015. 
3 Boot, William.  2014, “Exclusive: Sony emails say state Department blessed Kim Jong-
Un assassination in ‘The Interview’”.  The Daily Beast, 17 Decemeber 2014.  Available 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/12/17/exclusive-sony-emails-allege-u-s-
govt-official-ok-d-controversial-ending-to-the-interview.html  accessed 22 March 2014. 
4 As of August 2015, only Iran, Sudan and Syria remain on the list.  US Department of 
State, “State Sponsors of Terrorism”.  Available http://m.state.gov/mc14151.htm  
accessed 25 August 2015. 
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and the spectacle of billboards and cartoonish dictator representations – an ex-

Sony worker was unveiled as the culprit.  In reprisal, despite this knowledge by 

at least some in the administration, the US shut down the North’s internet; a 

largely symbolic act considering only the capital and outlying elites are likely to 

have regular access.  Despite the vagaries of the ‘hacking’ claims it also increased 

sanctions on the North Korean government.5   

 

As will become clear, this one trivial episode shows that spectacle, simulation 

and spectre determine the North Korean-US relationship.  These concepts are a 

key concern of this thesis.  What is it about North Korea that so rankles the 

current world power?  It is a small country virtually shut off from the world, 

without expansive foreign policy ambitions.  Its population is less than twenty-

five million people unable to travel globally, let alone with freedom within their 

own country districts.  As the Sony episode reveals, perhaps there is a different 

narrative to help explain North Korea’s ongoing existence and arrogance in the 

face of the “end of history”.6 

 

* 

 

Some accepted descriptors of the North Korean state include autarkic, sclerotic, 

schizophrenic, Orwellian, anachronistic, pariah, suicidal, hermitic and 

paranoid.7  It is regularly described as a rogue state, a garrison state defying 

international norms.  Over a decade before the rise of Islamic State in Iraq and 

																																																								
5 US Department of the Treasury.  2015, “Treasury Imposes Sanctions Against The 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea”, Press Centre, 2 January 2015.  Available 
http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releses/Pages/jl9733.aspx  accessed 16 
May 2015. 
6 Bigelow, Jeff.  2014, “’The Interview’ in historical perspective: endless war against 
North Korea”.  Liberation, 21 December 2014.  Available 
https://www.liberationnews.org/the-interview-in-historical-perspective-endless-war-
against-north-korea/  accessed 18 August 2015. 
7 French, Paul.  2014, North Korea: State of Paranoia.  Zed Books: London, UK; New York, 
US. 
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Syria, North Korea was referred to as a death cult.8  A descriptor that is hardly 

ever applied, however, is that of a normal state.  Like any other state in the 

international system, North Korea deals with issues of power, legitimacy and its 

place in a broader anarchical system of other states.  It is – as Bruce Cumings 

once described – ‘another’ country.9  In this it is both the Other, yet also just 

another state.  Furthermore, the normalisation of North Korea is explicit, 

ironically, in the fact that the great powers created it tabula rasa, and it is now 

an accepted member of the United Nations (UN).10  Its de fault representation is 

the current pre-eminent example of how “to learn to live with ghosts”, as Jacques 

Derrida described the post-Cold War angst of the West.11  This concept organises 

the following chapters of this thesis, and goes to the fundamental reality of 

American constructions of North Korea.   

 

 

1.  Hauntology: learning to live with ghosts 

 

The US is haunted by the past, as much as it fears the spectre of the Korean 

peninsula’s future if unable to contain Pyongyang’s ambition for self-reliance.  In 

a world of equalised sovereignty among nations, it is not the North Korean state 

that is often objected to, or spoken of derisively, by its foes – it is the Pyongyang 

regime in particular.  It is the self-reliant North Korean ideology of juche that is 

an affront to America, as much as it was to both Beijing and Moscow.  Kim Il 

Sung explained that “juche means, in short, to live with your own sense and your 

own strength without following others blindly.”12  The North Koreans now live 

																																																								
8 Becker, Jasper.  1998, Hungry Ghosts: Mao’s Secret Famine.  Henry Holt & Company, 
LLC: New York, US: 313. 
9 Cumings, Bruce.  2004a, North Korea: Another Country.  Scribe Publications: Victoria, 
Australia; The New Press, US. 
10 United Nations General Assembly.  1991, UNGA A/RES/146/1.  Available 
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/46/a46r001.htm  accessed 8 September 2015. 
11 Derrida, Jacques.  1994, Spectres of Marx: The State of the Debt, the Work of Mourning 
and the New International.  Routledge: Oxon, UK; New York, US: xvii-xviii. 
12 Kim Il Sung.  1970, Answers to the Questions Raised by Foreign Journalists.  Foreign 
Languages Publishing House: Pyongyang, Korea: 72-73. 
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with the juche calendar, year zero being the year Kim was born (1912) - it 

organises all aspects of their lives.  The term first appeared in North Korean 

politics in 1955, at the time of the schism between China and the Soviet Union 

and the beginning of the non-aligned movement of states (NAM) wishing to be 

outside direct communist control.  Whereas a majority of former Soviet client 

states were able to be absorbed into the new world order after 1991, North Korea 

refused to relent.  It sought further insurance in both nuclear capabilities and 

closer ties with those other non-compliant governments (rogue states) unwilling 

to cede full sovereignty to what was perceived as a neo-imperial world system.   

 

It is the simulated memories that North Korea evokes for the US - what this 

thesis also names as the ghosts evoked by Derrida - which are of most 

importance.  There are three that have been constructed around North Korea and 

its regime.   Past, present and future can be read chronologically as communist, 

rogue state and human rights abuser.  In the eyes of Derrida ghosts are also 

spectres – they contain memories of past events so as to haunt future 

possibilities.  While the Korean Peninsula looms as a regional security threat for 

North East Asia, it is considered global by the US.  It is “a problem that threatens 

the security of the entire world”.13   

 

Firstly, for Washington, North Korea primarily remains the last of the traditional 

Cold War communist states and its presence represents a history that continues 

to haunt the West. Secondly, it is presently and widely heralded to be a rogue 

state with a history of practicing state terrorism, abduction and assassination.  

Thirdly, Pyongyang is most recently, and will increasingly be framed in the 

future, a systematic human rights abuser and potentially the most egregious 

regime since World War Two.  These are the three core American narratives 

																																																								
13 Bolton, John.  US Department of State Archive.  2003, “A Dictatorship at the 
Crossroads”, Speech to East Asia Institute, 31 July 2003.  Available http://2001-
2009.state.gov/t/us/rm/23028.htm  accessed 16 August 2015. 
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concerning North Korea and they exist as different lenses of a meta-narrative 

echoing the same sense of American superiority.   

 

If one were to apply a framework to these narratives it could be referred to as a 

‘hauntology’.14  The US is still haunted by the Korean War.  At its most 

evangelical, American reportage represents North Korea as a time machine state 

intent on destroying its citizens by running a “gulag with nukes”.15  Cold War 

rhetoric played an enormous role in the country’s idea of emerging postwar 

geopolitics and its subsequent human rights framework.  The threat of 

communism was used as a disciplinary device domestically and also an 

organising framework for its disparate foreign policies.  While defending South 

Korea achieved ‘national interest’ goals, McCarthyism protected innocent 

civilians at home.  The aim of this research is to investigate these three dominant 

narratives so as to gain more understanding of how American policy has both 

provoked and entrenched North Korean actions since the division of the 

Peninsula.   

 

 

2.  Ideology as a form of forgetting 

 

Political ideology is a generator of the predominant memories in a society 

through recalling events, rewriting them for a different ideological perception or 

attempting to forget them.  In the context of the Korean peninsula ideology has 

been central in two ways; a) North Korean propaganda dismissed by the US and 

South Korea, or b) in the eyes of the North, the wholesale South Korean 

swallowing of an imperial capitalist policy.  There has been an increasing interest 

in a third way of approaching ideology, namely c) the acceptance that both may 

																																																								
14 Derrida, 1994: 10. 
15 Becker, Jasper.  2005, “A gulag with nukes: inside North Korea”.  Open Democracy, 19 
July 2005.  Available https://www.opendemocracy.net/globalization-
institutions_government/north_korea_2686.jsp  accessed 19 January 2015. 
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have equal validity and consequence.  The repeated insistence of both sides of 

the demilitarised zone (DMZ) to refer to the other as a ‘puppet regime’ of one of 

the great powers explains to us that the Korean War did not end in a victory for 

either side.16  If the war had resulted in defeat then the DMZ, that ‘last remaining 

Cold War tripwire’ dividing North from South at the 38th parallel, would not exist 

today.  “In a sense” given this narrative, “the duty of the critical intellectual is 

exactly this not forgetting, this drawing to attention” of ideology that gains 

credence through the power to reproduce it.17   

 

This thesis employs a reading of Jean Baudrillard that offers some suggestions 

on ideology worth examining, by way of his orders of simulacra.  A simulacrum is 

an image (representation) of something that may appear as a substitute for the 

real.  The simulacra is therefore the framework for these individual imitations.  

His understanding of social evolution led him to the following chain of 

representations: 

 
“-Counterfeit is the dominant scheme of the “classical” period, from the 

Renaissance to the industrial revolution; 

- Production is the dominant scheme of the industrial era; 

- Simulation is the reigning scheme of the current phase that is 

controlled by the code.”18 

 
This logic follows linearly from the pre-industrial counterfeit to mass-production 

and then finally becomes subsumed beneath layers of technologic innovation.  

Simulation is present in both ideology and its discourse.  In both the knowledge 

and the power to represent it.  Militarily, this simulation is found most 

graphically on the Korean peninsula in the annual Washington-Seoul war 

																																																								
16 Feffer, John.  1999, “North Korea and the Politics of Engagement”.  Peace Review,  
11 (3): 415. 
Martin, Bradley K.  2006, Under the Loving Care of the Fatherly Leader: North Korea and 
the Kim Dynasty.  Thomas Dunne Books: New York, US: 62. 
17 Edkins, Jenny.  1999, Poststructuralism and International Relations: Bringing the 
Political Back In.  Lynne Rienner Publishers: Colorado, US; London, UK: 140. 
18 Baudrillard, Jean.  1983a, Simulations.  Semiotext(e), Inc: New York, US: 83. 
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simulation games.  In the final simulacrum, Baudrillard refers to ‘the code’.  This 

is the idea of the individual victim being replaced by the preference for the 

numbers and letters of a particular missile, or more recently in the surveillance 

capabilities on an unmanned drone.  Baudrillard never dismisses realism nor its 

aggressive claims to truth - he is more intent on attempting to uncover its 

propagandistic claims, coupled with its dubious moral compass.   

 

While postmodern terms are increasingly employed in international relations (IR) 

theorising, there is a noticeable lack directed at studies relating to the Korean 

peninsula, as noted by David Shim.19  This is arguably due to the predominance 

of realist texts recognising North Korea’s position as one of the only theatres of 

hot conflict during the Cold War.  Its ongoing high level of threat perception, its 

nuclear capability and its alliances with states vexatious to the American Bloc 

are further problems for Washington.  North Korea is one of the few states left 

that continues to reek of twentieth century history.  It is also one of the last 

places in international relations that is deliberately presented and re-presented 

in this way – as a memento mori of a half-century of wars, both cold and hot.  The 

aim of this thesis is therefore to describe, in a less conventional way, the means 

by which America has attempted to represent, simulate and then use spectral 

notions so as to stigmatise, yet – ironically – reinforce and stabilise successive 

North Korean regimes.  While this is a chance to present “a form of dissent that 

celebrates difference”,20 this thesis does not claim to offer the answer as meta-

narratives often do.   

 

 

 

 

																																																								
19 Shim, David.  2014, Visual Politics and North Korea: Seeing is Believing.  Routledge: 
Oxon, UK; New York, US: xi. 
20 Campbell, David.  1992, Writing Security: United States Foreign Policy and the Politics of 
Identity.  University of Minnesota Press: US: 4. 
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3. The political aesthetics of simulation 

 

This thesis on American constructions of North Korea employs both the aesthetic 

and emotional turns in IR theory, especially as they relate to collective memory.  

Despite his insights, what appears to be lacking in Baudrillard’s order of 

simulacra quoted above is the transition from simulation back to counterfeit 

(what is more commonly understood to be representation).  Representation is the 

key to ideas of both memory and emotion in politics, especially through 

appearance as spectacle.  This is what has been ignored in many 

‘poststructuralist approaches’ of international politics.21  This helps securitise 

the spectre of future danger because images used politically not only “exalt the 

event, they also take it hostage”.22  By holding on to the ghosts of the past – a 

war that was never won, one that was therefore studiously forgotten – the US has 

left a spectre that still needs to be resolved.  That is, the spectre of an Armistice.  

When Derrida writes then of rogue states (voyou) he manages to highlight that all 

ideas come down to a turn and a return – of the to come involved in ideology.23  

The closure of a peace treaty for the peninsula is still, in Derridean terms, to 

come.   

 

Through reference to spectacle, especially those tied up in memories of World 

War Two and the Cold War, the US has acted toward North Korea in an 

emotional and unpragmatic way.  Whilst Kim Il Sung did profess an admiration 

for Hitler’s aesthetics alongside an early admiration for Stalin’s regime, this soon 

waned with both the Sino-Soviet split and Khrushchev’s ideological unmasking of 

Stalin’s brutality in 1956.24  Largely relying on rethinking the standard field of 

																																																								
21 ibid: 18. 
22 Baudrillard, Jean.  2002, The Spirit of Terrorism.  Verso: London, UK; New York,  
US: 27. 
23 Derrida, Jacques.  2005, Rogues: Two Essays on Reason.  Stanford University Press: 
California, US. 
24 Khrushchev, N.K.  1956, “On the Cult of Personality and its Consequences: Report 
delivered to the 20th Congress of the CPSU on 25 February 1956”, in The Stalin 
Dictatorship (ed: Rigby, T.H). Sydney University Press: Sydney, Australia: 23-90. 
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political aesthetics, Crispin Sartwell approaches this through the phrase ‘Leni 

Riefenstahl Meets Charlie Chaplin’.25  The clownish dictator as earlier perfected 

by Chaplin is an ongoing ideological tactic in American political representation.  

‘Appearances’ in both Team America: World Police and The Interview by Kim Jong 

Il and Kim Jong Un (to name but two of the most obvious examples) testify to the 

consistency of America’s aesthetic trope.  American constructions of North are 

reliant upon the “trace of the twentieth century cult of propaganda.”26  This 

aesthetic agenda employs Baudrillard’s observation of the Korea disciplinary 

nature of the power relationship involved: “parody makes obedience and 

transgression equivalent”.27  Further, by linking the construction of knowledge 

with access to positions of power it can be seen how “simulacra are not only a 

game played with signs; they imply social rapports and social powers” through a 

“project of control and universal hegemony”.28   The attempted disciplining 

nature of such stereotypes hint at a deeper “terrified hostility that sometimes 

fends off terror with a burst of laughter”, as recognised by Derrida.29   

 

If “Kim Jong Un is a caricature of a tyrant, a person too silly to be taken 

seriously” it is hard to imagine why the need for such exaggerated political 

rhetoric from the US.30  Spectacle can thus be presented as an attempt at either 

securitisation or farce, whether through set security speeches or newspaper 

cartoons.  It is a political tool that works best when it evokes memory and 

emotion (simulation) to create a sense of fear for one’s national security in the 

future (spectre).  If American citizens fail to understand the geopolitics of the 

Korean peninsula they can at least understand the incessant references to 

																																																								
25 Sartwell, Crispin.  2010, Political Aesthetics.  Cornell University Press: New York, US: 
15-47. 
26 Sartwell, 2010: 38. 
27 Baudrillard, 1983a: 40. 
28 ibid: 88-89. 
29 Derrida, 1994: 58. 
30 Horsey, David.  2013, “Kim Jong Un is a pudgy punk with the power to create great 
misery”.  LA Times, 3 April 2013.  Available 
http://articles.latimes.com/2013/apr/03/nation/la-na-tt-pudgy-punk-20130402  
accessed 26 May 2015. 
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previous dictatorial villains of the US.  North Korea remains the memento mori of 

a communist world that Washington believes should have collapsed as 

symbolically as the Berlin Wall.  Its fall, as a sign, “repeated over and over again, 

immediately attained the incontestability of all the other signs of democracy.”31   

 

*  

 

Such cross-disciplinary texts and ways of seeing are not academic elitism, as is 

often the criticism, nor are they “empty gestures which make up the politics of 

deconstruction”.32  They are fundamental to the way North Korea has been 

constructed by the US and its media.  They may make for grand theoretical 

gestures,33 but in this they avoid the obscurantist doublethink of institutional 

literature churned out by nuclear and security surveillance agencies.  If 

“doublethink is a form of mental discipline whose goal (…) is to be able to believe 

two contradictory truths at the same time” American narratives  seek to sever 

international relations from the memory of past deeds, now that history has 

allegedly ended.34  The doublethink extends to US narratives of both North 

Korea’s dismal ability to feed its own citizens but also to its parallel global power 

via nuclear threat.  These two arguments are hard to align when viewed 

rationally but “it seems a condition of political thought in a modern superstate to 

be permanently of at least two minds.”35  This is the power of ideology, whether 

American or North Korean.  The concepts are well rehearsed: Pyongyang’s 

unknowability, its nefarious foreign policy attitude that eschews modern open 

																																																								
31 Debord, Guy.  1992, “Preface to the third French Edition”, in 1994 (1967), The Society 
of the Spectacle.  Zone Books: New York, US: 10. 
32 Hussey, Andrew.  2001, “Spectacle, Simulation and Spectre: Debord, Baudrillard and 
the ghost of Marx”.  Parallax, 7 (3): 68. 
33 Skinner, Quentin.  1985, The Return of Grand Theory in the Human Sciences (ed: 
Skinner, Q.).  Cambridge University Press: UK: 19. 
34 Pynchon, Thomas.  2003, “Introduction”, in1984 (Orwell, George).  Penguin Modern 
Classics: x. 
35 ibid: xi. 
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diplomacy for barbaric retribution.  It is furthermore “the worst place on Earth” 

because “we are not allowed to see the extent of it”.36   

 

Keeping in mind the order of simulacra, this thesis commences with the original 

(counterfeit) moment that created North Korea by the division of the peninsula.  

This is seen in the still-dominant communist narrative, employed by Washington 

and its allies, that Pyongyang is stuck in a Cold War ghetto.  Discussions of 

collective memory are engaged with in order to situate the importance of state 

memory and, of equal importance, the place of ritual forgetting to both the US and 

North Korea.  For the US, North Korea is one of the last communist ghosts, 

refusing to relinquish its pre-1991 history as most Eastern Bloc countries have 

done.  The chapter focuses especially on both the DMZ and the annual 

Washington-Seoul war game simulations.  These spectacles provoke Pyongyang’s 

elite into cyclical announcements of being ‘at war’, justified by the lack of a peace 

treaty after the Korean War.  The discussion of North Korea’s transition to a rogue 

state – one independent of the superpower Cold War lens – is aided by a new focus 

on its historical links to middle eastern states not allied with the US. 

 

The thesis then moves to discussion of the rogue state concept itself.  This is a 

period in which America has been attempting to securitise North Korea’s isolation 

in the new world order following the collapse of the Soviet Bloc.  Pyongyang is 

therefore seen as an outlaw that is no longer contained by its security guarantors.  

This highlights its status as that of a state intent on employing terrorist activities.  

Most central to this period in US-North Korean relations has been the issue of 

nuclear weapons development.  The constant frustrations in these negotiations 

with North Korea have been exacerbated by the engagement/isolation dynamic 

used by both sides – arguably due to domestic political agendas.   

 

																																																								
36 Cha, Victor.  2012, The Impossible State: North Korea, Past and Future.  
Ecco/HarperCollins: New York, US: 166. 
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That the rogue narrative has failed to fully capture the imagination of its citizens 

and the broader community of states, America has been moving toward the third 

ghost in the hauntology.  This isolates North Korea as the archetypal human rights 

abuser as much as it self-designates the US as potential victor and saviour.  The 

memories of past spectacular human rights abuses (in particular, concentration 

camps, gulags and show trials) are actively being applied as to warn of the spectres 

of future horrors.  This chapters deals with the issue of human rights as a political 

tool, the use of sanctions and – as with the nuclear weapons agenda – the place 

that control of surveillance has within the US narratives.  To enhance the 

understanding of these narrative shifts one needs to comprehend the history and 

the socialising impact of American bellicosity toward Cold War foes.  This is where 

the increase in anti-American aggression since 9/11 complicates and completes the 

narrative of American ghosts in this thesis.37  That does not imply the end of ghosts 

(any more than we should believe in the end of history), but perhaps a new turn of 

the wheel: a potential return to the original ghost.  This is what Robert Gilpin 

expresses as “cycle(s) of growth, expansion and eventual decline”.38  With these 

three narratives North Korea has been constructed, and continues to be 

constructed, by the US.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
37 Lankov, Andrei.  2014, “Why Kim Jong Un’s special envoy just met Vladimir Putin”.  
NKnews.org, 20 November 2014.  Available http://www.nknews.org/2014/11/why-kim-
jong-uns-special-envoy-just-met-vladimir-putin/  accessed 9 May 2015.  
38 Gilpin, Robert.  1981, War and Change in World Politics.  Cambridge University Press: 
New York, US: 177.	
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Chapter Two 

Narrative: communist ghosts 

 

 

1.  On Memory and Forgetting 

 

Of late there has been an increase in academic literature concerned with memory 

in the field of IR theory.  This has evolved alongside work done as part of what 

has been termed an emotive turn in IR theory.39  This scholarly work on memory 

shares a common narrative that seeks to distinguish between individual and/or 

collective memory.  This thesis is concerned only with the macro-level theorising 

of official state memory – its formation as myth, its continuation through active 

appeals to nationalism, and its future in evoking spectres of past ghosts so as to 

legitimise the state’s monopoly on force.40  The analysis of this occurring both in 

the past and future, the active component of hauntology, entails the “movement 

towards the analysis of memory as an organising principle of scholarly or artistic 

work.”41   

 

It has been claimed by Ross Poole that states write collective memory in the first 

person, like individuals, through the investment citizens make in nationalist 

myths.42  Most importantly, “collective memory is ahistorical in so far as it 
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simplifies and is impatient with any kind of ambiguity”.43  For North Korea this 

has been made explicitly true as the eight-volumes of Kim Il Sung’s 

autobiography testifies.  His is a personal recounting of the formation of North 

Korea from the ashes of Japanese imperialism, in which the Soviet role is 

deliberately belittled.  “When the Soviet force landed at the city, it had already 

been liberated… in this way the liberation of Korea was won through the struggle 

of the KPRA”.44  Whereas for Kim Il Sung it was fascism and imperialism, 

America’s North Korean narrative relies on ghosts of communism and the Cold 

War - even more than it does the spectacle of the Korean War.  This is one of the 

most perplexing angles at which to come at American narratives constructing 

North Korea: the war is barely visible at all.  Yet for North Koreans the war in 

which they “inflicted an ignominious defeat” on the US has never ended.45   

 

When writers discuss the return of the Cold War,46 it would be equally advisable 

to question whether it ever existed, whether it ended, or whether it was a 

popularised linguistic term for the standard balancing of global power.  The Cold 

War certainly differed from previous models inasmuch as nuclear capability 

forestalled the ease with which larger powers were likely to engage in traditional 

conflict.  Ultimately, however, it is the perception of the way conflict and 

engagement is framed and perceived.  In the same way that North Korea declared 

in 1971 that President Nixon’s visit to Beijing was a defeat forced upon the US, it 
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still declares the Armistice a victory against imperialist forces.47  Yet conversely 

the North has since been at a state of ‘ready-at-war’, which becomes more telling 

with the onset of military manouevres between the US and South Korea in the 

mid-1970s.  The Cold War in this sense never ended in the Korean peninsula, 

though the US would have declared it over with the capitulation of the Soviet 

Union.  The inability to forget the deconstruction of their homeland by wartime 

allies - followed by the aerial bombardment from the US-led UN forces - has 

meant that “the war is everywhere in today’s Korea”.48  The trauma fixes the 

memory in the national conscious as much as Pearl Harbour and 9/11 has for 

the US.49  Pyongyang translates as ‘flat land’, a reminder of the fact that 75% of 

its geography was flattened by superior US aerial power during the Korean War.  

Nearly 650 thousand tons of bombs (twenty percent of which were napalm) were 

dropped on North Korea as part of a “scorched-earth policy”,50 a quarter more 

than all used during World War Two’s Pacific campaign.51  If forgetting is an 

equally crucial component of what is remembered, Pyongyang does not have the 

ability yet to do so.  For America, the North has become a spectre (under the 

Armistice), and it has been waiting for the state and regime to collapse ever since 

1989.   

  

Memory has come to be used as a key concept in understanding current state 

behaviour.  Initially this is through the creation of the state, whether by a war of 

independence, secession from a host state, or in the case of both Koreas, 
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artificial and legislated intrusion.  This is “the memory of that which carries the 

future”, the yet-to-come of memory.52  Not only does the past drive the present in 

North Korea, as recognised by Roland Bleiker, but it also haunts the future.53  It 

was for this reason that Kim Il Sung decided upon familial succession.  Only 

after seeing the way in which Stalin’s crimes were denounced by his successor 

did he decide that the idea of ‘generational turnover’54 was to be avoided in North 

Korea;55 yet another thorn in the side of an America wishing to get to an 

imagined future quicker.  Bleiker reinforces this by noting that such questions 

concerning the control over memory are vital for the future more than they are in 

the present; “it thus becomes as much a political as a historical issue.”56   

 

There is also another memory to consider, the one repressed or deliberately 

forgotten.  Not only does victor’s justice cement the loyalty of one’s own citizens, 

it expands the pliant audience through which to disseminate power.  Victor’s 

justice decrees that control of history is one of the ideological trophies of a war 

won, of treaties agreed with opponents.  This makes the Korean War doubly 

ironic.  Because it was never won, ending as it did in an Armistice, it remains to 

this day with separate names in both South and North Korea.  The North call it 

the Fatherland Liberation War, the South know it as the Korean War, arguably 

through American discourse.57  These labels help order the ghosts of the war in 

line with the aims of both sides – liberation and self-defense, respectively.  It was 
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the first war that America did not win.  It was a stalemate war (though the North 

did gain Kaesong) in which an estimated four million people died, more than half 

being civilians, whilst entire Northern cities were razed.  Korea became the first 

spectacular exchange of the Cold War era, recognition of the fact that the world 

had now entered the era of permanent war. 

 

 

2.  The forgotten war, the afterthought peninsula 

 

The Korean peninsula was divided at midnight the day following the American 

atomic bombing of Nagasaki on 9 August 1945.  Whilst Bruce Cumings rightly 

notes this division was presented to the victorious allies as a fait accompli, he 

fails to mention that this was not the first time that an “imaginary line” was used 

to divide north from south.58  In 1902, Japan proposed that it divide the 

peninsula with Russia at the same line, in order to minimise conflict and to 

create two spheres of separate influence.59  Before the eventual 1945 division the 

Cairo Conference was held between the United Kingdom (UK), the US and China 

in 1943: a meeting to discuss the ongoing war against Japan in Asia and the 

Pacific.  President Roosevelt wished to position China as one of the ‘four 

policeman’ of Asia, this becoming crucial to its status as a P5 state upon the 

creation of the UN.60  The dual purpose of this was to mould a postwar 

environment conducive to American national interests, whilst marginalising the 

ambitions of both Russia and the UK (ironically, Japan’s intent in 1902).  To 

understand this helps explain why the US demanded that the UN legitimise the 

use of American and allied troops to aid South Korea in 1950.  It was the 

American order that was being destabilised as much as it was the threat of 
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communism seeking new territories.  The Cairo Declaration also determined that 

“in due course Korea shall become free and independent”.61  As with the 

suggestion of a Sino-Soviet-US trusteeship at the Yalta Conference in 1945, 

these were formative betrayals on the part of America that led to some of the 

lingering ghosts’ recalled by future North Korean leaders.62  The triumph of Mao’s 

communist party against the Kai-shek nationalists (attendant at Cairo) likewise 

further destabilised what America thought it had been assured in 1943, resulting 

in an American foreign policy that was often decided ad hoc by successive 

administrations.63 

 

Most of what is known about the beginning of the Korean War through the US 

narrative is this: on June 25 1950, North Korean troops crossed the 38th parallel 

with the intent of (re)claiming the southern half of the peninsula.  Thousands of 

US troops had been stationed in South Korea since the division, when the 

Defense Support Agreement had been signed January 1950, five months before 

Kim Il Sung’s decision to attack.64  The mainstream Western narrative actively 

forgets the actions from 1943-1950, in particular the vagueness of the transition 

years between 1945 and the official declaration of both new Korean states in 

August 1948.  In June 1948 the spectre of an inevitable civil war was raised, in 

light of two-thirds of South Korean citizens preferring reunification to division.65  

In this memory and forgetting it bears repeating what Jenny Edkins has noted: 

“as soon as the new state is established, it begins the process of producing a 
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single point of origin, through a legitimating narrative that takes the form of a 

heroic memory of struggle.”66  Politics is about power and legitimacy, the ability 

for a state and its leaders to “retroactively constitute[s] the basis for its own 

authority”.67  Often this takes the form of forgetting.  For Kim Il Sung’s 

legitimacy, reminding North Koreans of the division of the peninsula by greater 

powers would have been hardly as credible for himself as the myth of a revered 

guerrilla leader resisting Japanese imperialism. 

 

Ever since, the two sides have been discussing two separate war experiences.  

For North Korea it was the attempt to reunite a divided country, a civil war 

against an outside enemy.  For America it was “a testing ground” in the 

containment of communism so as to halt the  ideology north of the 38th parallel.68  

For both, it was about the need for ideological domination of their citizens.  The 

Korean War was also America’s first foray into ‘creeping sovereignty’.  Though the 

US-led mission was undertaken to defend the 38th parallel, once successful it 

pushed up into North Korea in an attempt to reclaim land for the South.   

 

The division of Korea was originally intended as temporary.  With the Armistice 

signed, the DMZ was built and the division became physical.  This physicality 

became, in effect, the Kim dynasty’s greatest asset in being able to cordon off the 

outside world both physically and symbolically.69  During the Cold War era, the 

semiotics of ‘three worlds’ was widely accepted, though without any fixed reality: 
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the divisions were simulated by ideological preference.70  In discussions of 

American simulation however, it is often more logical to speak of dissimulation 

(or perhaps, misinformation): for the US this predominantly involves its inability 

to confess to coercive and ideological control over client states throughout the 

Asian and Middle Eastern region.  Most fundamentally, the situation was one of 

security for the US.  For North Korea it was far more elementary: it was one of 

survival. 

 

*  

 

This brings us to a key factor in national memory: commemoration, and the 

political art of spectacle.  Commemoration is a complex action that involves the 

simulated yearning of a nation’s citizenry, mostly uninvolved with the original 

event.  Aesthetic representations such as memorials and museums are employed 

by the state as part of what Bickford and Sodaro term “future-oriented 

commemorative sites”.71  This involves all orders of Baudrillard’s original 

simulacra.  The counterfeit (the original site), the mass production (souvenirs, 

citizen photos and replicas) and simulation (memory, both past and future) – all 

are condensed into one spectacle.  The Korean War Memorial in Seoul features 

an ‘Interactive Combat Simulator’ not dissimilar to computer games like Doom, 

which seeks to actively create collective memory sympathetic to South Korea’s 

memory of the war.72  In the US, the Korean War Memorial has a ghostly aspect, 

symbolic soldiers’ reflections cast upon a wall.  It lacks the vertical pride of other 

monuments in the vicinity.  Even the graves of returned victims from the war 

simply state ‘Korea’, as if no one knows precisely what else to say about the 
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conflict.73  The aesthetics of the memorial, and the silence of the graves, speak to 

the history of the war. 

 

“By calling the Korean conflict a ‘forgotten war’, we both name it, and we 

remember it – a paradox,” reflects Bruce Cumings.74  In this instance America 

commemorates what it wishes to remember, which is very little.  This aligns with 

what David Campbell refers to as ‘ritual forgetting’ by politicians and scholars.  It 

is the “silences, omissions and limitations of the traditional approaches” to 

political science that critical theory seeks to open up to a wider conversation.75  It 

took as long as four decades for a memorial to be placed in the National Mall in 

Washington, well over a decade after the Vietnam memorial was unveiled, 

arguably a far more controversial part of American history.  Its forgotten nature 

may in part be due to the fact that the Korean War lacked the spectacle of the 

later Vietnam campaign.  It predated the nightly news phenomenon, the footage, 

the peace marches, and the slew of movies trying to reclaim the pride of 

American soldiers from the moral ambiguity that became the seventies.  Korea 

became a quiet footnote, or coda, to World War Two.  The “glow of rightness” that 

accompanied the defeat of Germany on the continent and Japan in the Pacific 

soon faded with the commencement of limited wars that lacked the human rights 

justification (then) recently ascendant in international law.76  North Korea 

became an afterthought in “the ‘bandwidth’ of attention” (that) could 

accommodate only so many issues”,77 as it has been since the end of the Cold 

War era other than during both nuclear crises (the apex of which were 1994 and 

2002).78 
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3.  Ideology as simulation and spectacle 

 

Guy Debord makes a number of claims about ideology at the end of The Society 

of the Spectacle.  In his desire to tackle the subject of ‘ideology in material form’ - 

that is, the spectacle - he offers the following assessments: 

 
“The spectacle is the acme of ideology (…) it exposes and manifests 

the essence of all ideological systems: the impoverishment, 

enslavement and negation of real life.” 

“…ideology, which is the abstract will to universality and the illusion 

thereof, finds itself legitimated in modern society by universal 

abstraction and by the effective dictatorship of illusion.” 

“‘total ideology’ - a totalitarian worldview.. ideology – the last 

unreason”.79 

 
These insights return us to the fundamental truth rarely discussed when 

American narratives of North Korea arise.  That is, both parties have a 

totalitarian or essentialist need to fit the other into a self-serving ‘enslaving’ lens.  

The ideological nature of the politics of both justifies their ability to be party in 

their “role of the knowledge/ignorance, consciousness/unconsciousness” creator 

of narrative.80  North Korea is easily caricatured for this through the continuation 

of a comical form of Cold War spectacle that is seen mostly now in Western 

movies and media.81  The comedy is usually tinged with a triumphal aggression 

that is want to declare the North Korean leader’s international isolation, his 

“absurdly comical figure” that “provide us all with nothing but laughs” if he were 
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not so evil and villainous as to be running “an Orwellian alternative reality”.82  

Through such insights aesthetic approaches to international politics are able to 

“recognise that the difference between represented and representation is the very 

location of politics.”83  The US however, and their driving ideology of the 

triumphant liberal market prefers the ‘diffuse’ spectacle; one that it is able to 

drip-feed such hyperbolic attacks to non-state media sources.84  This is a more 

nuanced form of control, one that is able to dissimulate ideology.  It continues to 

dismiss the disappointment that “the success of totalitarian movements among 

the masses meant the end of illusions” throughout Western European nations.85   

 

In such representations, to conflate communism as being a single political 

movement (which tends to be the default US essentialist setting) ignores much of 

its history since the end of World War Two.  It also dismisses the provocations 

and justification for North Korea’s juche ideology; an ideology that has seen it at 

times act against what the US would perceive to be Pyongyang’s national 

interest.  It is this juche ideology that has been ingrained in society to foster 

regime legitimacy.  After the exposure of Stalin as a brutal dictator antithetical to 

the worker, successive Soviet governments despised both Mao and Kim for their 

personality cults.86  1956 was pivotal not just for the Hungarian Uprising against 

the Soviets but also a renewed attempt to legislate Il Sung’s ideology at part 

meetings.87  Following the adoption of some market reform in the late 1970s, 

China began to isolate itself – as much as North Korea reciprocated – from North 
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Korea’s resistance to change.  The US never tried to engage at any point, but 

kept isolating all sides of the triangle.  History may have been written far 

differently now if Washington had taken the chance to engage, even if initially 

rebuffed. 

 

As Gorbachev stated in 1987 when announcing novoe myshlenie (new thinking): 

“diversity of our movement is not synonymous with uniformity”.88  This rhetoric 

is contrary to the reception given to it in Pyongyang.  Troubled by the pace of 

ideological reform sought by one of its major sponsors, Kim Il Sung once again 

swung allegiance back toward the safety of China, which it had tilted away from 

following Mao’s death and Deng Xiaoping’s ‘Beijing Spring’ initiatives of the late 

seventies.89  These initiatives mimicked the USSR in 1956, a way for the state to 

facilitate discussion of the truth repressed about the Mao regime.  North Korea 

was fast running out of reliably communist allies.  The US continued to see a 

monolithic communism in the second world rather than several, competing 

communisms.90   

 

In this North Asian example of orientalism, communism “can be made to serve as 

an illustration of a particular form of eccentricity”.91  Such a neat logic begins to 

break down, however, if there is something of strategic value for the US.  In 1972 

President Nixon met with Chairman Mao and Premier Zhou Enlai; a 

rapprochement based in the main on gaining leverage after Sino-Soviet tensions, 

though official records also credit the US with wishing to improve relations with 

communist governments in the region.92  Within this event there remain 
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competing opinions.  While some aver that the Sino-American détente was a 

constraint on North Korea’s self-reliance in the future, other analysts conclude 

that the North was happy to have questions of Korean unification being 

presented by Beijing for serious consideration.93 Five years later with the end of 

Mao’s government, North Korea again tilted toward the USSR illustrative there 

never was a single monolithic communism.  There were only competing spheres 

of power and their attempts to be liberated from the events of both 1956 and 

1968.94  By its very nature foreign policy is focused on the Other, the foreign.  

This reiterates the tendency toward US essentialism and its use of simulatory 

ideology in foreign policy; its ability to “colonise the present, reduce the other to 

the same, even confuse the map for the ‘real thing’.”95    

 

What America has never acknowledged about North Korea is this obvious need to 

seek haven with either Beijing or Moscow in order to survive.  It sought not just a 

security guarantee but also an ideological tripartite contest.  The US 

misunderstood this behaviour through the lens of war and Otherness.  The 

construction of North Korea as a prima face Other – regardless of the label of the 

time (communist, rogue, human rights abuser) – amounts to the same narrative.  

It is how America is able to define itself as a paragon of freedom and liberty in 

contrast.  If communism was not such a perceived threat it is arguably true that 

the US would have persisted with an alternate grand narrative to justify overseas 

intervention and domestic discipline.   

 

* 
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The war did not end this, as much as the war did not end.  Ghosts of Korea made 

their way through to the Vietnam War – the second theatre of hot conflict during 

the Cold War.  The complicated relationship America had with the un-won war 

would soon be replayed in the jungles of Vietnam.  The representation of ‘jungle’ 

warfare was undoubtedly a xenophobic and racist ‘dog-whistle’ to Americans 

following the events.  Racism has been strewn throughout the coverage of both 

smaller hot wars in Asia, so much so that “Americans lose any sense of 

embarrassment or self-consciousness about the intricate and knotty problems of 

racial difference and Otherness when it comes to North Korea and its leaders.”96  

It began with the war reportage – if not in the decision of the superpowers to 

divide the peninsula without recourse to the ‘silenced’ voices of the Koreans - 

and has been endemic in media portrayal ever since.  This has allowed the 

American memory to auto-dictate and in doing so to trample alternate voices.   

 

Memory is, however, never finished; there is constant rewriting in an attempt to 

get history right.97  This thesis understands this process of rewriting as “a 

returning or haunting”, and it can be seen even in the border skirmishes on 

display at the DMZ during August 2015.98  These reached prominence only upon 

the media spectacle of missiles,99 though previously both North and South Korea 

had been directing propaganda at the other side in a form of “psychological 

warfare” through walls of loudspeakers.100  Here, indeed, was a spectacular 

display of ideology.101  The limited skirmishes that were to follow were based 
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almost entirely on the old Cold War antagonisms of ideology and pride; the 

debate over which side had the best solution for the Korean people of the future.  

It was bellicose ideology more than a real threat to the security of the region.  It 

was also an echo of events from October 2014 that saw the North shooting at 

South Korea after it sent balloons to the North, filled with political pamphlets.102  

Despite the North’s talk of “burning our hearts with the strong will to wipe out 

the war provocateurs and achieve the country’s reunification without fail”, life 

went on as normal in the Pyongyang capital.103   

 

Under-reported to this day, in an attempt to stigmatise the North as war-

mongering and irrational, was that North Korean was responding to the annual 

US-South Korean war games on the peninsula.  The Ulchi Freedom Guardian 

war games (UFG previously known as Team Spirit) have had a history of 

heightened tension between the two Koreas.104  On 4 August 2015, two South 

Korean soldiers suffered near-fatal injuries from a landmine near the DMZ, in an 

event eerily similar to one that occurred in 1976.  From the media complicity 

over blame and the logics of state behaviour presented in such events, it would 

appear that the South has at this stage won the current history war.  This, 

despite President Park’s declaration of total retaliation should the North strike 

further.  With reportage of eight fighter jets that “swept through the sky (…) 

simulating bombings of enemy targets”, on a deliberately provocative course, it 

would not be hard for Kim Jong Un to translate such actions as a heightened 
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security situation for North Korean citizens.105  The final truce, after a marathon 

four day negotiating session, involved South Korea withdrawing the loudspeakers 

and North Korea admitting ‘regret’ over its use of landmines.  Critics have 

immediately pointed to the vague linguistics of Pyongyang’s recant.  The same 

critics also – when discussing Japanese war crimes – realise China and South 

Korea’s need for an apology, without mentioning the North.106  The stalemate war 

returns to haunt us, sixty years on. 

 

 

4. Smells like Team Spirit 

 

One particular event is representative of the nature of most US-North Korea 

interactions during the Cold War era.  At the west end of the DMZ exists the 

Joint Security Area (JSA), a small trepanned zone where the highly militarised 

fence did not extend to the ocean.  In essence, this event is about the pruning of 

an overly large poplar tree.107  Realism has been dominant throughout the past 

century in IR paradigms due to its view of agency, in particular the value of 

power.  Liberalism has tended to prefer the idea of structure as the defining 

force.  What both meta-theories often miss is what Baudrillard captures in his 

concept of simulation: the notion that neither could adequately account for such 

a bizarre and meaningless event as this exchange, resulting in the death of two 

American military personnel.  This is the event so echoed in the 2015 DMZ 

events mentioned above, a replay of Cold War history.108 
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At the JSA, there was capability for both Koreas to maintain visual contact with 

the other by way of guard towers.  The growth of this lone tree was causing 

obstruction.  Ultimately, there was confrontation between a joint US-South 

Korean team and their North Korean foes resulting in an American serviceman 

being bludgeoned to death.  A fellow serviceman also died.  “Within days the 

killings would result in the gravest threat of all-out war from the 1953 Armistice 

to the nuclear crisis of the 1990s.”109  Was this really a crisis over the trimming 

of a tree?  Or was the tree a cipher, an image of something more?110  Baudrillard 

would offer that “behind the baroque of images hides the grey eminence of 

politics” and that therefore “at stake has always been the murderous capacity of 

images.”111  This incident is symbolic of the vexed and antithetical relationship 

America maintains with non-compliant states with which they do not hold secure 

diplomatic relationships.  This was especially true during the heightened 

suspicion of the Cold War era.  The level of threat perception north of the DMZ 

due to both ongoing juche scaremongering and American collusion with Seoul 

inevitably created the type of paranoid peninsula so often spoken of, one still 

present in 2015.112  Surrounded by untrustworthy allies (ever since the Sino-

Soviet split), and fringed by both Japan and South Korea – compliant servants of 

Washington’s North East Asia strategy – North Korea had spent over two decades 

percolating a hatred of the Other that found its reflected face in McCarthyism in 

America. 

 

To put the above event within a fuller context: two months earlier American and 

South Korean forces completed their first war game manouevres amid much 
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pomp and ceremony.  Named initially as Team Spirit, the event has run nearly 

annually ever since.  Through these simulations, the US has enabled the ongoing 

crisis on the peninsula by both encouraging and reinforcing North Korean 

animosity.  There are two main reasons.  Firstly, North Korea has been since the 

Armistice nothing but consistent in one proviso: American troops must withdraw 

itself and the ‘nuclear umbrella’ from the peninsula.113  In response to this, the 

US gradually transferred more troops and nuclear weapons to South Korea by 

referencing Pyongyang’s recalcitrant and counter-productive behaviour.  

Secondly, America has never fully focused on the peninsula’s insecurity 

dilemma.  This is a product of both the democratic electoral cycle at home as 

much as it is its focus on the Middle East as the ongoing core foreign policy 

adventure.  Below are provided more examples that highlight how engagement 

with the North ebbs and flows, and how this impacts on Pyongyang’s behaviour 

during the annual war simulations in the South.   

 

In both 1984 and 1985, Red Cross talks were cancelled by North Korea in protest 

over the Team Spirit exercises; the talks were subsequently resumed after the 

war simulations were completed.114  The following year the cancellation recurred 

with the same reason given.  This time however, the talks were never resumed.  

In the 1989 exercises there were 19 marine deaths, proving that simulation is a 

dangerous game even if within one’s control.115  “Americans tended to scoff at 

Pyongyang’s fears that the annual field exercise was a threat to its national 

security”, but the US likewise considers a cyber-attack not by North Korea to be 

sufficient warrant to ramp up sanctions.116  The paranoia evidently runs both 

ways. 
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Team Spirit ran annually from 1976-1993.117   After that final year’s events 

which North Korea used as justification for withdrawing from the nuclear 

nonproliferation treaty (NPT), the US and South Korea suspended manouevres 

indefinitely.119  Having agreed to suspend for the following two years, American 

relations with North Korea improved.  In 1994 Pyongyang signed the Agreed 

Framework with the US, limiting its nuclear ambitions so it could be supplied by 

alternative sources through the KEDO arrangement.  However, even in times of 

peace, Hitler is never far from the more hawkish of the US Republicans who 

decipher engagement to equate a Chamberlainesque appeasement reminiscent of 

the late 1930s.120  The original intent of these drills was to simulate self-defense 

measures against potentially negative North Korean scenarios such as invasion, 

collapse and a mass refugee exodus.  Of late these drills have begun to employ 

forward self-defense as shown by the 2012 Key Resolve and Foal Eagle 

Operations, which simulated 100 thousand South Korean troops crossing the 

DMZ in the likelihood (according to US analysts) of regime collapse following a 

flawed succession.121   

 

With the reinstatement of the annual war-gaming in 1997, Pyongyang declared 

“if the puppet regime provokes a war in collusion with outsiders, it will meet a 

thousandfold retaliation”.122  South Korea is typically perceived as the junior, 

pliant partner by the North in official state editorials regarding the country’s 

puppet-like ‘flunkeyism’ (sadaejuui: reliance and subservience to a master),123 
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especially as it was never a signatory to the Armistice.124  This both reinforces 

that aggressive signalling does not solve the problem on the peninsula but 

perhaps, even more so, that the US needs this level of aggression from North 

Korea to further justify its military arsenal and troops remaining there.  After 

numerous name changes since Team Spirit, the UFG exercises are now the 

largest of its kind in the world; war simulation in extremis.  Recently acquiring a 

hyper real component, the 2012 drill involved 600 users in what can only be 

described as a virtual Olympic Games.125  From military-industrial, to 

simulation-realism, computer games like Doom have long been used by Marine 

Corps and are now part of the ‘military-entertainment complex’.126  This has also 

been visible in Google’s acquisition of American military-industrial suppliers.127  

Additionally, these annual war exercises were doubled in 2012 to two months as 

an aggressive signal following Kim Jong Un’s accession to power.  Recently there 

was an attempt at softening the American intent of the exercises when in 2014 

US officials visited Pyongyang (the first visit in two years) before the UFG 

exercises.  No incidents occurred.128  The following year, isolation predictably 

followed engagement: for a week newspapers ran doomsday stories on the 

likelihood of war on the peninsula.129 This was nothing new, though for media 

with short-term memory it was a sensational shift in the region’s politics.130   
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5.  Pre-emptive rogue state 

 

There is a fundamental link between the American fear of communism and its 

later wariness of rogue states.  In essence both are guerrilla states with little 

regard for the ‘community’ of modern democratic states.  They are hermitic and 

prone to unlawful activity in order to survive in the current US-led international 

system - making limited foreign sorties of aggression to punctuate points of 

difference in ideology.  This American narrative appeals both to standard ideas of 

a good/bad dualism and furthermore to the Enlightenment view of technology 

and monetarism as the inevitable final stage of democratic liberalism.  North 

Korea meets these basic criteria with little doubt, based upon its behaviour 

during the decades of the 1970s and 1980s. 

 

As an ‘outpost of tyranny’, North Korea has a list of objectionable forays into 

what can arguably be described as terrorist activities.  There was many 

attempted assassinations of South Korean President Park, one in 1974 resulting 

in the death of his wife.131  In 1983, the Rangoon bombing attempted to 

assassinate President Chun but instead caused the death of 21 others.  In 1987 

flight KAL858 flew from Baghdad to Seoul, during which a bomb was detonated 

and all 115 passengers were killed.132 These actions were undertaken so as to 

reunite the peninsula by force.  This is eerily commemorated in a South Korean 
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cemetery that houses most of those who died after the Korean War.133  The 

cemetery also houses the remains of some of those indicted for the above crimes, 

with their tomb markers facing back North in a spectre of the war that never 

ended.  It should also be noted that there has likewise been a history of 

assassination attempts on Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il;134 escalating their 

reticence to travel outside North Korea.135  This began when “the Japanese put a 

bounty on Kim Il Sung’s head” due to his role as a prominent guerrilla leader.136 

 

North Korea has also trafficked arms, especially to Middle Eastern and African 

countries that are neither US aligned nor sanctioning states.137  With the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, North Korea has been able to step in and supply 

arms to countries that had formerly been minor client states, at a much cheaper 

market rate than other exporters.138  North Korea’s perceived inability to change 

with the times shackles it with “a post-Cold War taboo” and becomes, in this 

framework, its major crime.139 Though those with vested interests write most 

reports of such behaviour they cannot always be dismissed as partisan 

propaganda.  North Korea has had a long relationship with NAM states since the 

early 1970s.  The post-Cold War narrative has evolved since 9/11 to become one 

of explicit connections with rogue states or organisations, especially Iran, Syria 
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and Lebanon.140  Based on limited seizures of North Korean cargo destined for 

Iran and Syria during the 2009 calendar year the UN alleged that Hamas or 

Hezbollah were the intended recipients.141   

 

As a way to amplify the link between communism and North Korea as a rogue 

state there has been an increasing determination to align Pyongyang with states 

in the Middle East perceived to be anti-American.  In one recent instance a 

member of President Bush’s security staff authored an account of North Korean 

links to Hamas.142  The article details Pyongyang’s association with the 

Palestinian organisation, and points to further involvement with Hezbollah 

among others; discussing in particular the training of Hamas in the art of 

underground tunneling.  The Hamas links are used as a dog whistle, in concert 

with its Iranian relations, in an attempt to prove that North Korea has emerged 

as part of an anti-Israel alliance in the Middle East.  This is complicated though 

by reports of Israeli intentions to “compensate North Korea for not selling 

missiles to Iran”.143  Syria and Iran have also come under increasing scrutiny (as 

has the Russian support for anti-American regimes).144  The shared nuclear 

knowledge between the Kim and Assad dynasties, chemical weapons and 

missiles: these all have some foundation in fact.  The Cold War era obviously 

created a more cloistered atmosphere for such dealings.  Bringing them out in to 

the open, thanks to Google Earth and the IAEA’s links with American 
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surveillance, does not alter them – it merely makes them more usefully employed 

as a media spectacle.145   

 

The accelerating fusion of communist, rogue and Islamic states as defined by the 

US is hard to deny even within the limited examples offered here.  Following 

1991, the collapse of the communist order created concepts such as ‘renegade’ 

states like North Korea: an explosion of non-partisan smaller states created out 

of the big bang that was the end of the Soviet Bloc.146  The US has since moved 

to this new narrative that attempts to frame North Korea as a tyrannical outpost.  

The nuclear weapons capabilities of states antithetical to US policy in Asia and 

the Middle East have been used as a securitising attempt to bind them as a bloc 

intent on retribution against American foreign policy adventures in the region.  

That states would not fall in to line with the supposed victory of Americanism 

was an affront, and enough to allow Washington to begin moulding the narrative 

of rogue states.147   
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Chapter Three 

Narrative: rogue state 

 

1. From rouge to rogue 

 

In 1994 at the time of the first North Korean nuclear crisis an article appeared in 

the journal Foreign Affairs.  It was titled “Controlling Backlash States” and was 

written by Anthony Lake, then President Clinton’s security advisor.148  Lake 

attempted to coalesce “a group of outlaws” that over the following decade were to 

become a high priority for successive Washington administrations.  The language 

concerning outlaws is not inconsequential.  David Campbell had earlier identified 

a fundamental aspect of the American sense of national security in ‘frontier logic’ 

– dating back to the myths of the Wild West, domestically.149  Outlaws and 

renegades need to be tamed and civilised, a part of the American myth inherited 

over centuries.  The five states named in the article by Lake were Cuba, North 

Korea, Iran, Iraq and Libya (in that order).  What is most striking when re-

reading the article two decades later is just how successful the US has been in 

their mission to remove such states via the American belief in its “special 

responsibility to nurture and promote” democracy and economic liberalism.150  

Iraq and Libya have been all but ruined – arguably they are now failed states 

thanks largely to American (and in the latter case, UN) intervention.  Cuba has 

since been placated.  Interestingly, the first foreign delegation to visit North 

Korea was from Cuba, after normalisation with the US – a sign of either Havana’s 

need to remain in the anti-capitalist camp, or it’s attempt to reach out and 

attract Pyongyang back in from ‘the cold’.151  It is only Iran and North Korea - 
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both of whom have understood that nuclear capability is the most effective way 

to avoid a forced regime change - that may maintain the same level of ongoing 

regional or global perceived threat as two decades ago.  They are also two of three 

countries in the world with which America does not maintain “diplomatic 

relationships” suggestive of the fact that diplomacy does go some way toward 

minimising Otherness.152  Ironically, this nuclear threat was the outcome 

President Bush declared would not eventuate due to America’s aggressive 

hegemonic intent to fight for ‘a just peace’, “making the destabilizing arms races 

of other eras pointless”.153 

 

Five years after Lake’s essay, Foreign Affairs published “The Lonely Superpower”, 

authored by noted academic Samuel Huntington.154  Dismissing the fact that 

both writers have been in some way part of the political establishment, the 

discord in their ideological approach toward the rogue state concept could not 

have been more dramatic for such a conservative publication.  Whilst Lake, from 

within the beltway, argued an early liberal draft of what has come to be known 

as the Bush Doctrine, Huntington erred outside the (then) accepted logic by 

virtue of his cynical realism.  Describing the US as the rogue superpower - what 

French foreign minister Hubert Védrine termed the hyperpower155 - Huntington 
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distilled many of the concerns over expansive US foreign policy adventures.156  

Written in 1999, two years before 9/11 and the commencement of the new 

American crusades against the Other, Huntington was able to critique the 

government from within conservative hallways, a task now unthinkable as both 

major political parties fight to gain control of which is more devoted to national 

security at the deficit of domestic liberty.  That is, the ironic defense of freedom 

via curtailing the freedom of one’s own citizens.  His article concludes with a 

cataloguing of American foreign policy, its potentially duplicitous nature, and the 

reason why rogue (read: backlash) states stand to benefit from such ideology. 

 
“American officials seem peculiarly blind to the fact that often the 

more the United States attack a foreign leader, the more his 

popularity soars among his countrymen who applaud him for 

standing tall against the greatest power on earth”.157 

 
This chapter turns the wheel from rouge (red) to rogue: from the framing of North 

Korea as a communist threat to that of an outlaw state intent on undermining 

the new world order America has been attempting to forge since the end of the 

Second World War.  

 

 

2.  The new world order? 

 

Is the idea of the rogue state a break with previous concepts in IR?  Or are these 

countries merely a rebranded Other, the purpose being the American need for an 

enemy so as to be able to define itself?  As Bertrand Russell claims, the 

“psychological obstacle” to a true world government would be the lack of an 
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external enemy.158  North Korea’s existence is useful in this sense so that 

American “identity has meaning through its relationship with difference”?159  

Paul Hoyt argues that this lens is not “a new class of state but instead represents 

a new perceptual construct”.160  He highlights the variance between Cold War foe 

and rogue states at two levels.  Primarily, the lack of superpower supervision 

means that these states are not as predictable as they may have been.  The true 

crime is perhaps their lack of transparency and failure to be disciplined – or, 

their inability to not be “clever enough to know which lines [to] not cross”.161  

Secondly, by inference, this involves a lot more effort on behalf of American 

policy makers – the old simple game theory formulas no longer apply.  Even 

whilst the Soviet Union was the Evil Empire, it could be counted on to play by 

the rules that both superpowers had negotiated after the war.  There may have 

been flashpoints along the way, but by and large there was a gentleman’s 

agreement among the competing Blocs.  Since then, states such as North Korea 

have been needing far more surveillance so as to be kept in line with perceptions 

of the new world order.162 

 

*  

 

It has been said that for “50 years [North Korea] has been the poster child for 

rogue states.”163  North Korea was not afraid to play into the hands of such 

framing, though, with Kim Jong Il stating “the most serious lesson of the collapse 

of socialism in several countries is that the corruption of socialism begins with 
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ideological corruption.”164  Jong Il was unwilling to let go of the past in an 

uncertain future, as much as the US needed its version of the past to prosecute 

an argument against unreconstructed regimes.  The updated idea of a ‘terrorist 

state’ spoke to a lot more than the previously accepted terms of terrorism.  The 

most obvious point to make is that states are seen to have a monopoly on the 

use of legislated violence, which would appear fundamentally at odds with 

terrorist activity.  Failed states arguably digress from this Weberian logic, but 

these states remain a minority in the global system.  Terrorism – more important 

in discussions of the rogue state – is an amorphous term, perhaps even more 

unfixable than that of the rogue.  It also speaks to the system that enables the 

US to ignore their designation as a convicted state sponsor of terrorism 

(Nicaragua, 1986).165 

 

The most recent implicit understanding of a terrorist state is one that allows for 

any combination of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) proliferation, an 

unchecked rise of Islamic extremism and also a nexus for global drug trafficking, 

a particularly resonant point at the end of the Cold War era.166  When the US 

describes North Korea as a mafia-like state intent on trafficking drugs worldwide 

for regime support, they similarly do not remind domestic voters (for rogue states 

are a vote-winner for either party, not primarily a foreign policy tool) that 

Pyongyang may be responsible for as little as 0.00005% of seized heroin 

globally.167  Without being overly simplistic, this logic returns again to simple 

Foucauldian theories of power and knowledge.  If the US has the power to 

designate, it shall be. 
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Following the breakup of the Soviet order, bipolar certainty and self-assurance 

could no longer guarantee the status quo leading to a new era of hyper-

aggression in US military politics.  Successive governments in Washington still 

actively forgot the stalemates and failures of both the Korean and Vietnam Wars.  

Trepidation and confusion over the new international order were to be triumphed 

over by what John Mearsheimer termed ‘Wilsonianism with teeth’; policies of 

intervention that were often justified and excused on the grounds of democracy 

promotion.168  Lake hinted at this also, in declaring backlash states as those 

determined to “remain outside the family” of democratic states.169  Regarding the 

new American order, President Clinton’s Secretary of State Madeleine Albright 

more colourfully concluded that rogues are those states “outside of it and 

throwing, literally, hand grenades inside in order to destroy it”.170  In her order of 

state simulacrum, they are the third level states.  If you analyse her calculations 

there remained the first and the second world as the US was still not willing to 

part with the Cold War logic altogether.  It is also worth mentioning that 

following these, she declared, exists a fourth category: the ‘basket cases’.  These 

we know by the more common term of failed states.  In 2000 the Clinton 

administration declared it would no longer be using the term rogue states, 

replacing it instead with states of concern.  This was an attempt to create more 

nuance, enabling the US to pick and choose which states would fulfill its criteria.   

 

Though the list of states may have altered slightly over time, there can be no 

doubting that North Korea has remained high on every modern list.  Regardless 

of the writer there has emerged a general consensus that to be classified as a 

rogue state you must have some common features.  A rogue state is one that 
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rejects the norms of the international community of states (as determined by the 

US).  It is one that is actively pursuing weapons both chemical or biological, and 

also WMDs or nuclear weapons.  Additionally, it sees no fault in supplying such 

weapons to terrorists or non-state groups wishing to upset the global balance.  

Finally, it is a state with a damnable human rights record toward its own 

citizens.  Despite the variable definitions to be found over the past two decades, 

these still remain the core ingredients.  At the outset there may have been less 

emphasis placed on human rights; but as the doves continue to gain ascendancy 

in Washington, this liberal framing gains increased priority.  As critics have 

highlighted, the accuser can also be considered guilty as charged;171 not just for 

its own behaviour but for the deliberately ‘narrow construction’ of the label.172  

This brings us to “the “question of the United states”, the question of what 

Derrida describes as their “right of the strongest””.173 

 

In 1995, a US Strategic Command document showed the true self-awareness of 

those in the American political elite.  “Essentials of Post-Cold War Deterrence”, 

later accessed under freedom of information, recommended that the US employ 

the same ‘madman’ irrational logic it accuses rogue state dictators of.  “The fact 

that some elements may appear to be potentially ‘out of control’ can be beneficial 

to creating and reinforcing doubts in the minds of an adversary’s decision 

makers,” it argues.  “The essential sense of fear is the working force of 

deterrence”; that is, the continuation of the traditional Cold War containment 

strategy by another name.  “That the US may become irrational and vindictive if 

its vital interests are attacked should be part of the national persona we project 

to all adversaries.”174  The recommendations of the document point to successes 
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against both Hitler’s Germany and Saddam’s Iraq, as if ideological fervour were 

the reason for triumph, and not naked military might and willingness to kill as 

many soldiers and civilians needed to complete the mission. 

 

 

3.  Terrorism as Ground Zero 

 

One of America’s key criteria used to assess rogue states is through the 

framework of terrorism.  The most recent War on Terror was highlighted in an 

early stage of the evolution of the rogue concept.175  States that are willing to 

invest in WMD - let alone those developing nuclear technology outside the NPT 

framework – have long been considered key targets in US foreign policy.  The 

ideal rogue state must be “vulnerable and defenseless (…) a perfect punching bag 

when needed”.176  The apotheosis of this lens came in President Bush’s speech 

that declared the Axis of Evil: Iran, Iraq and North Korea.177  Using the ghosts of 

both the Axis Powers and the Evil Empire – a marriage of the ghosts of World 

War Two and the Cold War – the administration chose to take a more moralistic 

and military tone toward those recalcitrant states that were actively rejecting the 

American world order.  The designation and its rhetoric were truly a “phantasmic 

projection”,178 even if revised from the original ‘axis of hatred’179 wherein Iran and 

North Korea were added in order to obscure the war planning already occurring 
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against Iraq.180  However, to be taken off the US state sponsor of terrorism list 

seems surprisingly easy in this light.  For North Korea to be removed from the 

list involved merely “certification that the Government of North Korea had not 

provided any support for international terrorism during the preceding six-month 

period”.181  The US has a history of using the concept of terrorism as a political 

weapon.  In 1987 it was the only country (aside from Israel) that voted against 

UN Resolution 42/159 that sought to define terrorism so as to differentiate it 

from national liberation movements.182  When coupled with the emerging 

international norm of preemptive strike – which the US argued was legally 

acceptable under Article 51 of the UN Charter (self-defense against imminent 

strike) – Pyongyang could understandably be both nervous and confused 

following the American invasion in Iraq that was premised on regime change.  

 

This behaviour hints at the identity crisis within American politics as it struggles 

for a way to best securitise the post-Cold War era.  This transitional narrative 

relies on the neoconservative simulation of both democracy and liberal state 

building following the invasion of another state (Afghanistan, Iraq).183  In this, the 

rogue state narrative is one that is almost entirely representative of the third 

order in Baudrillard’s simulacra.  From the bipolar simplicity of stage two, the 

mass production of client states under one of the two superpowers, America has 

now found itself lost in myriad contradictory and overlapping narratives to 

explain its place in the international order.  Arguably this can then account for 

the return back to human rights.  The relative safety for American 
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administrations in condemning states like North Korea with the ghosts of 

concentration camps, the spectacles of overly-militarised parades and Napoleonic 

statues of the Dear Leader cannot be doubted.  It helps simplify what was never 

properly dealt with by the Armistice of 1953.184  It maintains the conflict as “a 

permanent opium war” so as to minimise the confusion that followed the sudden 

end to superpower bipolarity.185 

 

This muddled logic changed with the collapse of the World Trade Centre on 9/11.  

The terrorists were hoping for an echo of the February 1993 attack on tower 

one.186  Instead, the disaster was the worst outcome that both America and Al 

Qaeda could have had – with an increased US crusade in the Middle East, and 

thousands of deaths and trillions of dollars spent in America.  Spectacle had 

returned, replacing the “stagnation of the 1990s” in which “events were on 

strike”.187  Describing the previous decade as non-eventful is somewhat 

disingenuous, however.  “The non-event is not when nothing happens”, merely 

the lack of spectacle.188  There would no longer be a hint or pretense of 

simulating a balance of global power following 9/11, as had been the briefly 

accepted global norm.  This was Ground Zero.  This was the chance to start 

again the narrative and focus on the effects of terror though importantly not the 

causes.  This was in direct contrast to the German approach of Hour Zero 

(Stunde Null) at the end of World War Two, where “all connections to the evil past 
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were to be, and remain, severed”.189  In the context of this thesis’ belief in a cycle 

of simulacrum, a political tabula rasa is never possible.  Instead, international 

politics necessitates the ‘indefinite cycle’ in which the representing agent defines 

the original act through deliberate attempts to forget the turns of the cycle 

previous.  For instance, the crime of North Korean incursion below the DMZ in 

1950 fits America’s narrative best if the years previous are forgotten.   

 

For the US its Ground Zero politics of 2001 were to be a renewed focus on 

smaller, weaker states that had yet to fall ‘into line’ with American expectations, 

rather than a retreat from war and violence (as under Hour Zero).  It was not 

going to be a policy of engagement, but of neo-imperial coercion.  In post-Melian 

logic it was the smaller states that created the bigger problem.  The US 

government officially declared weak and failing states to be the new priority, 

demanding the ‘strengthening’ of their capabilities (through invasion if need be) a 

new policy directive.190  To soften the real agenda, simulated notions of 

democracy were now to be employed (not unlike the responsibility to protect 

(R2P) policies advocated half-heartedly by the UN) so as to justify diplomatic 

aggression toward states such as North Korea.  The very unfixable quality of R2P 

as peacekeeping under the guise of sovereign incursion where it most suited UN 

ideology can be seen in the statements made a decade after its formal inception, 

with the UN calling it at its base a “political commitment”.191  That is, to be used 

politically.  This is also the same logic that led the US Secretary of State to 

declare in 2008 that one of the North Korean nuclear crisis’ main concerns for 

the administration was the fear of “isolation of the United States” from the 
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region.192  The need for a pliable enemy expresses itself in a desire to control its 

movements, which a rogue state threatens through its alleged incalculability. 

 

* 

 

In the case of state building and R2P the notion of a perfectible Western 

democracy is often upheld to be the cornerstone of missions such as Afghanistan 

and Iraq.193  At the very core of this is the question of what exactly democracy 

means, and by whose standards.  Democracy is always that which is to come.194  

There can be no time at which one could place an institutional parenthesis so as 

to declare, for instance, American troops have now created a democratic Iraq.  It 

is merely a simulation of what America believes democracy ought to approximate 

in Baghdad.  There may also be a deliberate distortion in saying one thing to 

mean another, a charge that has been levelled critically at successive 

Washington administrations.   

 

Despite the fact that states have fixed addresses and as such are hardly to be 

compared with terrorist cells working within (and across) national boundaries, 

the initial justification for a majority of US foreign policy was to be that of terror.  

It was to be enacted by the ‘angry Leviathan’ channelling “the panic and rage” it 

suffered at actually becoming a victim.195  The endgame remains that 

“punishment is conceived in apocalyptic terms”, at one with the biblical tenor of 

most Presidents’ foreign policy addresses toward Asia and the Middle East.196  

That is, as President Bush explained, “many have discovered again that  […] 
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especially in tragedy – God is near.”197  Not only is America haunted by its 

frontier mentality it is continually looking toward religious notions to give it 

guidance regarding the Other.198  American rhetoric had forgotten since the end 

of the Cold War that it was not always triumphant, not always the state to 

maintain and secure global peace and prosperity.  Of course, as highlighted by 

others, emotions have been central to the core philosophies of political science – 

fear and anger for realists, trust for liberals – though often minimised so as to 

preference the dominant rational actor model.199  Yet, this field of emotive 

research has become more explicit since the events of 9/11 and America’s 

incessant monologue with itself; the need for revenge and to punish the Other.  

“Where once emotions were neglected or actively demonized they have now 

become one of the most exciting theoretical and empirical research areas in 

international relations”.200  

 

 

4. Sunshine and Moonshine 

 

Most of what has been reviewed above obviously concerns the US, not North 

Korea, as the designation of a rogue state (or regime) tells us more about the 

accuser than the accused.  It gives us clues about how the US wishes the ‘evil 

Other’ to be named: the “negation of all Western values”.201  In true Western 

Christian fashion, the US is keen to believe in evil but is far more reticent to 

acknowledge the existence of ghosts.  This analysis of Pyongyang as an 

“exemplary case” of rogue regime type is endemic to both the media and 

mainstream American politicians.202  Rather than a rogue, it might be more 
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helpful to look at North Korea as a struggling client state as evidenced in the 

previous chapter.  Deciding on a militant juche ideology with which to marshal 

the population, the Pyongyang elite has been determined to maintain the ethos of 

the NAM that began in Bandung in the same year as juche’s declaration, 1955.  

The ten point declaration which emerged from the conference employed a large 

amount of the UN Charter principles, becoming a trigger for future NAM 

alliances.  In order to help evangelise their cause, Pyonygang even paid for full-

page advertisements in major American newspapers (this also would have helped 

the regime gain extra legitimacy with wavering citizens).203  It is the 

quintessential rogue regime in the eyes of most American commentators, and 

that is why US policy remains more personal.204  It allows the US to represent the 

regime through “the personality quirks” of its leaders, so often deliberately 

misrepresented as irrational rather than politically calculating.205  It fulfills a 

half-century of animation and animus over the failures to disciple Mao or Stalin, 

and the lingering guilt over having attempted to appease Hitler, let alone 

Mussolini, even as late as the outbreak of war.206   

 

It has been nearly 25 years since the New York Times announced North Korea as 

“perhaps the most dangerous country in the world  (…) run by a vicious 

dictator”, yet the rhetoric has advanced very little beyond this.207  Despite two 

debilitating famines, often applied in narratives that predict the end of the state, 

at least two near-lethal currency revaluations and two (perhaps three, depending 

on your definition) Gulf wars, North Korea persists in aggrieving American 

foreign policy elites.  Both hawks and doves can agree to this one fact: 

Pyongyang, and the Kim dynasty, remains a global threat.  Despite South Korea’s 
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best efforts to engage and placate the North, the US remains determined to get 

revenge for the first of their military humiliations of the twentieth century.  

Herein lies the base difference between the Sunshine and Moonshine policies, 

between engagement and isolation. 

 

In 1984, North Korea signalled a willingness to hold bilateral talks with the US.  

President Reagan did not respond to this, despite his advocacy for such a move 

earlier in the year at the UN.208  He was preparing for an election and considered 

the domestic audience less receptive to engagement with Pyongyang than was 

that of the UN.  As much as the US trumpets its displeasure at North Korean 

prevarication over formal negotiations, the US is equally complicit.  It sets up an 

encouraging level of contact only to withdraw either through a change of 

administration (the Carter to Reagan and Clinton to Bush transitions being the 

most chaotic) or preparation to talk tough during an electoral cycle.  The same 

logic flows to South Korean elections since 1988, after it began the process of 

adhering to Western democratic norms.  Of the three states involved, North 

Korea appears to be the most consistent with its reasoning and demands.   

 

When left alone, the two Koreas are most productive.  This is demonstrated in 

the 1972 Joint Communiqué, agreed to by both states in July whilst the US was 

focused on the Vietnam War.209  Likewise, during the Sunshine era, President 

Clinton failed to make the most of the October 2000 Joint Communiqué as his 

administration was focused more on tensions between Israel and Palestine.210  At 

the end of his tenure, Clinton labeled this inadvertent sleight his greatest foreign 
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policy blunder,211 repeating previous US behaviour that acknowledged the 

Korean peninsula as either an afterthought, or only able to be engaged with 

when a crisis arises.212  In the era of permanent war, however, there is no option 

other than permanent crisis management:213 equally, there is no such thing as 

temporary strategic retreat.  For North Korea, a country that had never forgotten 

the war, the repeated engagement and isolation exercises continues.  When in 

1988 Gorbachev began to articulate Russia’s reform policies, North Korea tilted 

back to China.214  America’s reticence to engage at this point continues to haunt 

the region’s politics, as Beijing became a reliable ally and enabler of the Kim 

regimes.  This is proof on a grand scale that whilst ‘hawkish engagement’ is 

nothing but an attempt to coerce the Other to accept one’s own pre-existing 

rules, its habit of “blindly employing historical analogies without critically 

assessing their real applicability” leads to nothing but further isolation for both 

players.215  North Korea is not 1930s Germany; such stunted logic is both 

unhelpful and counterproductive.  In fact it only gives the Pyongyang elites more 

ideological legitimacy over its citizens when refusing to bargain with Washington. 

 

Conversely, practical engagement is also seen as relinquishing American power 

on the international stage, whilst echoing the politics of inter-war appeasement.  

The giving of aid is criticised as propping up a regime that would otherwise have 

collapsed.  Alternatively – and this is where aid and sanctions begin to become 

wedded – there are those who see “the deliberate withholding of aid in order to 

apply political pressure” as “morally offensive”.216  The United Nations Human 

Rights Council (UNHRC) report on North Korea opts for both views.  Aid is being 
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misused by elites as much as the Commission “does not support sanctions 

imposed by the Security Council or introduced bilaterally that are targeted 

against the population or the economy as a whole.”217  Between these positions 

lies the hypocritical lack of moral indignation the US expresses regarding allies 

with both covert nuclear weapon development and equally questionable human 

rights records as North Korea. 

 

*  

 

Most central to this deliberate intent at engaging North Korea has been the 

South’s Sunshine Policy.218  Its essential tenants are those most associated with 

liberalism and capitalism – investment, trade and cross-border capital.  

Controversial from the start, it began in 1998 with Kim Dae-jung’s election as 

South Korean President.  However, most of the gains were going North, with the 

South potentially only gaining cheap labour at the Kaesong special economic 

zone (SEZ) and the international kudos of bringing the two halves of the country 

closer together than since division in 1945.  Significantly, the US was not an 

outspoken supporter of the Sunshine Policy as it isolated Washington from 

negotiations in the region.  This has sometimes been credited as a key feature of 

North Korean diplomacy with the South, the attempt to “exploit fissures between 

Washington and Seoul”.219  When later discovered that the famous “cathartic” 

embrace between Kim Dae-jung and Kim Il Sung was (in effect) paid for,220 the 

awarding of the Nobel Prize to the South Korean President seemed especially 
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unpalatable to most critics of engagement policies.221  Whatever the criticism, 

democratic electoral politics put an end to it with the election of President Lee in 

2007.  Since then, the US-South Korean alliance has managed to blossom once 

more under a quietly resurgent militarism aimed at awaiting North Korea’s 

‘inevitable’ collapse.  Though the US would arguably be quite content to maintain 

the Pyongyang regime as a ghost that can remind its allies of previous struggles.   

 

By remaining its security guarantor the US had previously used the South as an 

excuse not to engage properly with Pyongyang.  Kim Dae-jung’s initiative created 

a barb in the US-South alliance by opening up new conversation that 

Washington was not driving, nor privy to.222  It was an instance of the US being 

dealt the same cards as those handed to the South and North during Sino-US 

rapprochement in the early seventies.   This American conservative compulsion 

of trying to deal itself out of negotiations through isolating foes repeated itself 

almost verbatim in the nuclear issue; likewise the Iran nuclear deal signed finally 

in 2015.223  It can most obviously be seen in both sanctions and the phrasing of 

UN resolutions that are used as political weapons to further isolate Pyongyang.224  

Proof of this is found in the January 2015 sanctions levied on North Korea 

targeting ten specific individuals.  Reading through the announcement it is 

striking to note that the majority of these persons are officials operating within 

countries such as Russia, Syria, Iran and Sudan.225 

 

A belief in diminishing US power among its citizens, based on media portrayals of 

world events (nearly always sensational and lacking in context) has led 
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Presidents, both incumbent and potential, to positions that may not have been 

considered without the ability of the ‘masses’ to “accept everything and redirect 

everything en bloc into the spectacular”.226  As early as 1969, Kim Il Sung was 

briefing sympathetic foreign reporters on the perception that despite posturing 

with nuclear weapons “US imperialism above all, is already on the decline”.227  

The US electoral cycle – as much as that of South Korean since the ‘turn to 

democracy in the late 1980s – interferes with a consistent policy platform.228  The 

code of the electoral process trumps long-term decisions, and ‘the silent 

majority’, the masses, stand in the way of the broader national concern.229  This 

has been shown to be especially crucial in some American election years where 

Pyongyang has responded to a shift in Washington’s internal dynamic by 

provocative behaviour (1980, 1988, 1996).  This is a major blind spot within the 

American beltway – the inability to countenance that pandering to domestic 

voters with simplistic foreign policy slogans infects the signals received by the 

Pyongyang elite. 

 

Eventually, the failure of the Sunshine Policy has led to what Victor Cha labels 

as “neojuche revivalism”.230  The North has now turned toward Cold War military 

romanticism, believing it is able to recapture the golden days when its economy 

was greater than Seoul’s.  Furthermore it blames current economy volatility on 

letting the ‘sun shine’ in from the South, referred to as the need for “a mosquito 

net to keep out the toxins of capitalism.”231  The use of songun (military first) 

politics is a crucial factor.  Cha overlooks the fact that songun was also 

predicated on the need for Kim Jong Il to claim further legitimacy by ingratiating 
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himself within the military elites.  As he had not served as a “front generation” 

fighter during the struggle for independence of the state,232 this was considered 

the best way to gain support after his official accession in 1997.  Both arguments 

can be held to be equally as true, and both may not have been necessary had the 

US been more actively engaged in South Korea’s attempts to provide a “soft 

landing” for North Korea following 1991.233   

 

 

5. Nuclear as apotheosis of simulation  

 

The majority of recent literature - especially papers championed in conservative 

American think tanks - focuses largely on the nuclear question rather than 

nuances of North Korean domestic politics.  Whilst there were ongoing 

arguments over realism and liberalism during the first century of IR theory, 

smaller states were finessing how to triumph over what was unquestioningly 

accepted as the formula of the strong over the weak.  Hence the ideological 

agnostics now tilting toward non-traditional theories in an attempt to explain the 

survival of states like North Korea.  Ultimately, the legacy effects of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki, and the ongoing threats to America’s foes have trained Pyongyang 

to realise that nuclear weapons enable a country to bargain from a position of 

strength.234  This may be unfortunate, but that is the system that the US has 

created, and in a sense trained, since 1945.  The US had plans prepared to bomb 

North Korea within weeks of the commencement of the Korean War,235 let alone 
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Washington’s continual threats toward China over the Taiwan Strait crises.  It is 

this hegemonic and self-serving system that divided the Peninsula at the 38th 

parallel.  It is a system that has now broken out of the NPT straitjacket - not only 

with Israel and Iran facing off against each other, but with rumblings of a new 

arms race in North East Asia.236   

 

“The nuclear is the apotheosis of simulation”, Baudrillard declared.237  The idea 

of a zero-sum equation with nuclear weapons is too simplistic, as the arms race 

of the Cold War would attest through the concept of Mutually Assured 

Destruction (MAD).  Though in hindsight it is easy to dismiss the genuine fears of 

previous decades, MAD amplified the spectre of conflict into a previously 

unknown form of permanent war simulation, “a worldwide state of undeclared 

war”.238  This resulted in such security studies as game theory.  It was removed 

from the battlefield and practised in computer laboratories.  In a sense, MAD 

deterrence logic “leukemises” those involves as it excludes its reality by virtue of 

its very unreality.239  Roland Bleiker highlights that when discussing North 

Korea, Washington ought to remind itself of the “over half a century of clear and 

repeated American nuclear threats” issued.240  “No nation in the world has been 

exposed to the nuclear threat so directly and for so long time as the Korean 

nation,” North Korea’s own report on the US’s human rights record reminds 

us.241  This results in a two-way threat perception that only fuels an insecurity 
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dilemma between the two states,242 based on perception and not action.  This 

threat is part of the theatre of megaphone diplomacy and becomes increasingly 

hard to control without regular consular engagement. 

 

As for the much vaunted North Korean nuclear threat.  To place it in perspective, 

some counts of total nuclear warheads estimate the US (2014) to have 4764.  In 

contrast North Korea possibly has 10, though this figure is not totally 

verifiable.243  It is true that the last known test of a nuclear device by the US was 

in the early 1990s, yet the US continues to increase its exports of arms by 23%, 

based on the differentiation of the five year period ending 2014.244  This would 

seem counter-intuitive to its major ethical concern that North Korean arms are 

being exported (an estimated $11 million in 2013).245  Perhaps it is best to 

reframe this as American opposition to those exporting states antithetical to the 

new American world order, complicit with its attempted rogue state narrative.  

This is superpower paranoia over “small or medium nations that have achieved 

some success in thwarting American policy.”246  Although the “atomic arsenal 

itself (is) a hyperreal form, a simulacrum which dominates us all and reduces all 

‘ground-level’ events to mere ephemeral scenarios”, the relative numbers are 

instructive.247  The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute provides a 

database of arms transfers that researchers are able to compile to fit their need.  
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Using the start of the last nuclear crisis between the US and North Korea as a 

benchmark year (2002), the information tabulated suggests the following export 

numbers.  US exports totalled 96951 units (within a worldwide figure of 320756 

recorded) in comparison to North Korean exports totalling 443 units (of course, 

transparency with both figures cannot be guaranteed).248  Considering the scale 

of this discrepancy it is hard not to see why the US has repeatedly been the sole 

dissenting UN member, voting against resolutions such as 38/182 (1983) and 

39/62 (1984) that sought to ‘prohibit the development and manufacture of new 

types and systems of weapons of mass destruction’.249 

 

 

6.  Surveillance of rogue state and human rights 

 

Surveillance has always been a part of international politics.  WikiLeaks is able 

to attest to the many nefarious ways in which it has been used at the ground 

level in the past.  Never before however have we had such a super-panoptic 

global system which is creating both humanitarian benefits but unique ethical 

challenges.250  For with surveillance comes both power and the control of 

knowledge.  Images in this respect are far superior to policy documents, to 

presidential speeches and to investigative journalism.  With the increase in 

access to technology from the start of the 1990s, North Korea has been open to 

scrutiny like never before.251  Similarly the catastrophe of the floods and drought 

during the Arduous March exposed the country to on-ground monitoring by aid 

organisations.  This illustrates the two methods of ‘seeing’ North Korea for 

American administrations (and their reportage to pliant agencies like the UN): 
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horizontally and vertically.  The defector testimony discussed earlier enables a 

more personal form of bearing witness.   

 

If simulation “is radically opposed to representation” then what to make of 

surveillance techniques that claim to speak of reality?252  Are both mutually 

exclusive of the other?  No, because simulation contains an “ideological blanket” 

that is “a false representation of reality (ideology)”.253  For this is the trick of 

satellite images: they need to be decoded.  Satellite surveillance is presented as 

an incontrovertible truth despite the fact that such images need deciphering by 

experts.  They do not speak for themselves.  They simulate the truth.  The US is 

able to present whichever images it so wishes.  “Contesting hegemonic visuality” 

becomes almost impossible for a state like North Korea that has been 

successfully tarnished as irrational, crazy and laughable.254  This is not to say 

that all images are false.  Yet very few images are challenged in the same way as 

when North Korea releases footage or images; the default reception is one of 

doubt and scepticism. 

 

Furthermore, there is the issue of sub-visuality when discussing North Korea 

and nuclear capabilities.  American complicity in the creation of these networks 

trace back to the aerial domination of the Korean War, and are merely reinforced 

by its control of the new aerial domination of simulation.255  Whilst complaining 

that North Korea’s underground facilities prove its malign behaviour, the US 

government remains intent on removing or blurring its own important security 

sites from Google Maps.256  Listed as ‘prohibited’ sites, the internet cartography 

tool remains compliant to the power of the government, despite being a private 
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company.257  As North Korea has continually goaded Washington through its 

perceived unknowability, the relative unveiling of the country through Google 

Earth should allow the US to relax somewhat its heightened paranoia over 

Pyongyang’s advanced nuclear and missile programs.  Additionally, volunteer 

citizens are using the satellite images to further explore and chart North Korea’s 

regions.258  Foremost they are concerned with potential military and missile 

launch sites.  Secondly, they are increasingly identifying potential prison camp 

sites with the help of defector testimony.  This shows the direct link between the 

nuclear question and the turn toward the human rights issue.  This is the same 

movement made in 2003 to justify the Iraq invasion: allegations concerning 

WMDs, followed by the salvation of citizens from human rights abuses.  

Ultimately both lenses attested to the same desired effect; regime change.   

 

Surveillance capabilities and ideology have created the nexus between nuclear 

weapons and human rights.  The US has managed to construct North Korea as a 

flagrant trespasser of both the NPT and UN human rights through use of 

surveillance footage.  This ability to control the super-panopticon of satellite 

imaging and UN resolutions has been vital in further ostracising – rather than 

engaging with – Pyongyang.  It is necessary for its position as the ultimate enemy 

“because no other society in the increasingly homogenised world of the twenty-

first century seems so distinctly and defiantly ‘other’.”259  When the US speaks of 

Pyongyang’s unknowability, pointing to a near-dark satellite image, it is evoking 

the true power of the panopticon.  The panopticon as explained by Foucault 

reverses previous disciplinary regimes such as the dungeon by relying upon both 
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light and visibility.260  Therefore, by this rationale, the US is unable to fully 

control North Korea in the way it has other small states.  Control of modern 

technologies enables the US to frame North Korea as the signified object, one 

that can be written upon.  Having reluctantly acknowledged the success of North 

Korea in gaining nuclear capability, the US is now turning to the spectre of 

human rights and the ghosts of World War Two as a way to further isolate the 

regime in the global environment. 
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Chapter Four 

Narrative: human rights  

 

 

1. The ‘Never Again’ 

 

Following the failure to securitise North Korean nuclear capabilities the US has 

returned to World War Two and the ghosts of the Holocaust.  This event is 

stamped upon world politics and history as one that should never again be 

repeated.  This is the ‘memento Auschwitz’ so relied upon by those wishing for 

the collapse of the Pyongyang regime, with use of constant references to the 

country’s political camps, the kwanliso (‘management’ or ‘correctional’ facility).261  

The word itself becomes a spectacle: Auschwitz.  The US has been on a 

permanent search since 1945 in its pursuit of the next holocaust so as to 

discipline the ghosts in its past, leading to what has been labeled the “Holocaust 

industry”.262   Though it has seen many genocidal instances since World War Two 

and has been complicit in some, the ones that matter most will be the ones that 

serve best its own national interests.263  This can be neatly summarised in a 

journal article dealing with the North Korean famine of the 1990s.  Not only is 

the country represented as “dangerous communists” but also “inscrutable 

Orientals” and “starving masses”.264  Stripped thus of any sense of self-identity, 

the country can be treated as a cipher that explains the need for ongoing 
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belligerent American foreign policy.  Baudrillard describes this element of cipher 

thus: “there is no possible distinction, at the level of images and information, 

between the spectacular and the symbolic.”265  With visual representations of 

militarism and starving children North Korea is both dangerous and hopeless at 

the same time, the standard conclusion made in failed state literature.  This 

shows the inherent dichotomy of the US using human rights as a political tool.  

What should be considered an emancipatory discourse becomes a hegemonic 

disciplinary lens. 

 

 

2.  The spectacle becomes the spectre 

 

The spectacle is what has re-invigorated American desire to maintain hegemony 

since 2001. “This situation was certainly not created, and was not even really 

revealed by that supposedly “major event” dated “September 11, 2001,”266 as 

much as it was “constituted by this media-theatricalisation” in order to elicit 

emotional outrage.267  In a new era of revenge, and the inability to properly 

securitise North Korea as a rogue state through its nuclear potential, American 

politicians have attempted to frame it as emblematic of the worst human rights 

abuses of the current era.  The US media has largely undertaken this work 

through “a regime of visual authority”.268  Even though human rights is equally 

hard to pin down as that of the rogue state narrative – should rights be universal 

or relative to the society and its beliefs? – as a discourse it enables the powerful 

to dictate through both spectacle and its relationship with global mass media.269  

The importance of images and the memories they evoke is a key component of 

North Korea as a momento mori of previous wars and arguably the US media is 
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“part of the terror”.270  Images do not ‘self-select’, they are presented with a 

political intention.271  Debord predicted that by “means of the spectacle the ruling 

order discourses endlessly upon itself”.272  Images are central to the hauntology 

of North Korea as they are able to be presented as proof, and then re-presented 

through collective memory.  These images become the “self-portrait of power” in 

representing international relations.273 

 

This constitutes “the regime of memory” curated by a deliberate American 

narrative that sees the US as good and North Korea as bad.274  Simply by 

allusion to Stalin or Hitler, to gulags and concentration camps, there is little 

room left for the casual observer to attempt a more nuanced reading.275  The 

spectacular image bears witness.276  New ghosts are transformed into spectres of 

future evil, all without a chronology as “history cannot now be separated from its 

model, its simulation” through mass mediation.277  Of course, Pyongyang often 

knowingly provokes American rhetoric through its aggressive behaviour.  War 

was Kim Il Sung’s legitimacy through his reputation as a guerrilla fighter against 

imperialism.  This legacy has extended to both the son and the grandson. 

 

Images of goosestepping soldiers, leaders in military uniforms, rumours of 

concentration camps, glorifying statues and mass rallies in honour of the leader: 

all this has been seen before.  Spectres and ghosts of Stalin, Mao and Hitler - we 
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have seen this formula when removing Gaddafi, Hussein and various Latin 

American leaders that form part of a “rogue’s gallery”.278  There was a belief that 

the victory of democratic capitalism had removed all this from history.  The US 

has through actions both past and ongoing constructed the Kim dynasty in such 

a way, refusing serious engagement so as to keep North Korea isolated.  This 

policy has extended the regime beyond what could arguably be its true lifespan, 

by legitimising its need for domestic repression and excessive military projection.   

 

 

3. International law as third-order simulacrum 

 

International law has historically been employed by the US to justify wars, and 

has also been neglected as redundant when not supportive of US ambitions.  

Baudrillard has argued “law is a second order-simulacrum whereas simulation is 

third-order, beyond true and false, beyond equivalences”.279  Even supporters of 

the UN system could not disagree that it has been used for cynical and 

ideological purposes in the past, allowing for states to act outside international 

law or norms.  In 1979 the US was the only state member to vote against 

resolution 34/46 calling on recognising “alternate approaches within the UN 

system for improving the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms.”280  A year earlier it was also one of two dissenting voice (along with 

Israel) when ruling on taking “all necessary measures for insuring UN decisions 

on the maintenance of international peace and security” (33/75).281   
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The use of human rights agendas “have in fact functioned as a hegemonic 

interpretive lens and discursive framework of power” in the post-Cold War era, 

where the US has the cultural and institutional leverage to dictate which issues 

gain the most traction.282  If Baudrillard considers law as of the second-order, 

when discussing North Korea and the US we need to consider the international 

aspect of law as simulation.  The privilege of the US is that “power to enforce 

international law against great states is impossible” due to both the armaments 

and the spectre of their future pre-emptive use.283  The U.N. relationship within 

the American beltway was never lex scripta but always ideological, which we have 

seen to be simulation.  When Colin Powell was arguing the case for invading Iraq 

in 2003, against UN Security Council approval, he made a speech in the foyer of 

the New York UN office.  Roland Bleiker notes that a large blue sheet was draped 

behind him, conveniently placed on the wall so as to cover the UN’s signature 

artwork, Picasso’s anti-war masterpiece “Guernica”.284  As Francois Debrix states 

of the supra-national UN, it is “a structure without depth” that paradoxically, 

“the more it intervenes, the more it shows its formal emptiness” – possibly the 

most succinct definition of simulation.285  In the same way that Derrida asserts 

that “there are, to be sure, claims or allegations of democracy, everywhere ‘we’ 

are”, international law works in a similar fashion.286  The ‘we’ is central to the 

designation of the Other.  In this respect, the use of the UN is used within an 

argument only inasmuch as there is ability to control the outcome of its rulings.  

This returns us to the increasingly unsolvable problem of the human rights 

agenda and its political use by the US in attempting to recast global politics.  

  

* 
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Of course, recent adventures into the field of R2P by the US and the UN have 

been less than satisfactory in outcome.  In 2011 during the so-called Arab 

Spring, the no-fly zone and increased arms embargo against Libya brought about 

the eventual collapse of the Gaddafi regime.290  Libya has since seen a parade of 

temporary leaders competing over and pushing Libya to the verge of being a 

‘failed’ state that perpetrates potential crimes against humanity.291  These crimes 

are of little concern to the US, currently focused on the Syrian regime and 

Islamic State.  As far as the Western media is concerned, Libya’s dictator was 

removed and democracy reinstalled in North Africa.  Arguably, Libya was invaded 

because it had relinquished its nuclear arsenal previously to the US292 Syria was 

not, perhaps due to the nature of its links with North Korean weapons and 

nuclear manufacturing.  Further evidence for the Kim regime – if evidence was 

still needed – that a small state needs the very deterrence capabilities that the 

US is so keen to remove via ‘stealth multilateralism’.293  When given a potential 

chance to broker the Assad regime’s removal from power in concert with Russia 

in 2012 the US preferred ‘strategic patience’, proving its frustrating ability to 

more often than not pick the wrong winner in foreign interventions.294  This 

patience is perceived in the North as a policy of deliberately delaying so as to 
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focus on the Middle East and to avoid discussing the nuances with allies and 

Congress.295   

 

This pattern reflects those ‘forgotten’ interventions by the US in the 1970s.  Most 

infamous was the bombing of suspected Vietcong forces in Cambodia that led in 

turn to the creation and ‘embrace of”’the Khmer Rouge (a response echoed in the 

1990s by the inadvertent creation of Al Qaeda).296  Likewise, in what was one of 

the few successful secessions of the twentieth century, the US supplied arms and 

information to Pakistan in its fight to stop East Pakistan creating the new state 

of Bangladesh.  India became the third party enabler against American 

stabilisation, and the UN principle of self-determination eventually triumphed.  

For the US it was of no small significance that Pakistan would be useful in 

helping negotiate the Sino-US rapprochement in the coming years.297  Taking 

these limited examples into account – whilst mentioning Iran (1953), Grenada 

(1983), Panama (1989), Iraq (2003) as more obvious examples – it is hard to not 

see a pattern of sovereign intervention to maintain control of world politics.  Most 

cases centre on access to national resources and are a direct response to a 

nationalist uprising wishing to regain control of its own sovereignty.  In North 

Korea there are very few resources to exploit, so it is only the ideology that 

continues to provoke the US.  Reflecting upon the death of Kim Il Sung and the 

transition to dynastic succession, Victor Cha notes that this occasion “did not 

provide [the US] opportunities to overthrow the system at a vulnerable moment, 
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because the norms of sovereignty just don’t allow outsiders to do this.”298  Aside 

from the random examples listed above as counter-witness to this,299 Cha does 

list Iraq as an exception.  However, in his argument the exception proves that the 

norm is valid - it is so rarely broken as to be noticeable.   

 

This “slippage in the notion of sovereignty” is both a designation that minimises 

the legal rights of the Other, but is also used a way to sell the concept of 

infringement.300  The morality of intervention has become increasingly muddied 

since the full international awareness of the Holocaust.  R2P is now a form of 

accepted and (mostly) legitimised post-Westphalian intervention; it is, in effect, 

creeping sovereignty by the strongest.301  It is employed on an ad hoc and trials-

by-number basis with each conflict as it escalates in the media cycle, as 

witnessed in the Libyan case referenced above.302  R2P has been used historically 

so that “states were selectively castigated for their violation of human rights” as 

per the “Euro-North American cultural bias” predominant in the UN.303  If Iraq is 

listed as the exception to sovereign non-intervention the proof must therefore be 

incontrovertible that the rest of international law is slavishly followed by the US, 

and therefore North Korea must be the rogue.  In response (as regime change is 

not permissible under international law) the US employs other means, awaiting 

the slow and inevitable collapse of the Pyongyang elite.  Withdrawing aid, further 
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destabilising the peninsula with weapons and military drills and ultimately the 

use of sanctions.304 

 

 

4.  Sanctions as potential WMDs 

 

The reverse side of aid is of course sanctions.  The relationship is often referred 

to as carrot and stick diplomacy (or, hawkish engagement) and has been a tool 

increasingly employed by the US (in concert with the UN) since the end of the 

Cold War.  This form of ‘coercive diplomacy’ is not new to North Korea, having 

been employed within weeks of the Korean War.306  President Truman employed 

the Export Control Act (1949) in June 1950, in effect a total ban on all export 

trade with North Korea.307  In December that same year, the policy was tightened 

so as to include any or all ‘hostile’ states (according to the US designation). 

 

The more conservative members of US Congress applaud the use of sanctions, 

whilst being sceptical on the validity of aid in bringing a state ‘into line’ with 

what the donor wishes to see as more acceptable behaviour.308  Recently the 

discussion has centered around trying to force Pyongyang back into negotiations 

via the Six Party Talks that were centered on the North Korean nuclear program.  

Yong Suk Lee has researched this presumption within the specific North Korean 

case and concluded “sanctions have had no impact on changing the regime’s 

pursuit for nuclear weapons”.309 Similarly, after South Korea’s May 24 Measures 

(2010), Seoul has all but abandoned aid relief to the North which has fallen from 
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$366m in 2007 to about $15m in the last calendar year.310  Despite this, North 

Korea’s economic growth has been on an upward trajectory, with positive figures 

since 2011.  If neither aid nor sanctions seem to work, do they facilitate anything 

other than political posturing that serves the domestic interests of politicians in 

Seoul and Washington? 

 

As with other attempts at coercion through simulated threat (Team Spirit, the 

‘Axis of Evil’ statement of 2002), aggressive intent toward an enemy tends only to 

entrench perceived bad behaviour.  It intensifies the state’s own defensive 

rhetoric which then is adopted by the citizenry.  Repeatedly North Korea has 

announced through state media that sanctions amount to an act of war by the 

Americans.311  The same argument was also repeated in its Human Rights report 

into the US, published in 2014: 

 
“US-sponsored economic sanctions and blockades against DPRK are 

intended to economically stifle the DPRK and destabilize the country 

to topple the government… by stirring up its followers, obstruct the 

right of development of sovereign state and impose negative influence 

to enjoyment of human rights. They are anti-human rights and anti-

popular in character and a crime of genocide far surpassing the war-

time mass slaughter.”312 

 
Though typically prosaic in delivery, these conclusions marry neatly with other 

critics of the sanctions regime due to its ‘blunt instrument’ nature: its inability to 

discern between elites and citizens.313  Cuba equally acknowledged that the 
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ongoing sanctions stiffened the resolve of its government and rallied citizens’ 

support for its anti-American stance.  The same logic is becoming increasingly 

evident within Russia, aided by Putin’s anti-imperialist rhetoric.314   

 

Historically the US has employed sanctions in order to encourage unresponsive 

states like Cuba to open their borders to the global market economy.  In the case 

of North Korea sanctions are intended to discipline and likewise coerce 

Pyongyang to not only relinquish its nuclear program but also to engage more 

economically within the North East Asian region.  The rhetoric of this secondary 

aim is only likely to end in a “sanctions cul-de-sac”,315 as closing their economy 

to increased two way trade through rigging the market seems counterproductive.  

The same aggressively economic rationale is employed also in Iran.  The state 

likewise rejects the American world order and as a consequence its leaders 

believe that economic sanctions are being used “to bring the revolution down”.316  

Where sanctions also aid a regime is through hiding the true failures of the 

sanctioned state’s economic policies.  North Korea, like Cuba and Russia, is able 

to lay blame at the US for any policy missteps.  This further heightens the 

legitimacy of the Kim regimes as it has a ready-made scapegoat that is a priori 

known to be an enemy of the state. 

 

Accounting for the above, there is a real suspicion that the US is using sanctions 

as a way to attempt to isolate North Korea from its regional community of states.  
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Through the use of its own, and UN-sponsored sanctions, the administration is 

able to condemn Pyongyang for not being serious about economic reform in the 

same way China, Russia or Vietnam has been.  Meanwhile these very same 

diplomatic tools negate the ability of North Korea to seriously undertake reform it 

claims to desire, especially since Kim Jong Un’s accession to power.  In order to 

gain hard currency to meet these ends, North Korea seeks funds wherever it can.  

This has come in the main through Middle Eastern countries similarly 

sanctioned.  In the past year there has likewise been a resurgence of Russian 

rejection of the American sanctions regime, and a committed tilt toward Asia in 

order to accommodate and groom anti-US allies.317  America has, in effect, 

created an alliance of enmity within the North East Asian region.  With the North 

Korean jackpot of Russia cancelling $10 billion of debt, regime stability is likely 

to only increase twofold: the resupply of available funds, and the added 

animosity toward the US in attempting to thwart its future viability as a state.318  

 

*  

 

Sanctions also have a damaging human rights element, as Lee displays through 

economic and power luminosity data.319  Though specifically targeted at the 

regime and privileged elites, the most noticeable demise in economic activity 

actually occurs outside the capital areas.  In other words, it is the far north 

eastern and rural provinces most affected.  This would lead credence to the 

argument of those critical of the regime’s potential use of aid as a way to buy 

favour with the military and bureaucratic elites.  Conversely, sanctions have 
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increasingly been viewed as a weapon of mass destruction – not so much foreign 

policy as “state-sanctioned mass murder”.320  This thesis targets, proceeding 

from this, the political use of sanctions against North Korea as potentially the 

most vexatious use of such claims to moral superiority.  The incursion and 

containment of a state’s UN-mandated right to non-intervention and sovereignty 

is one that even conservative figures see as conflicting the self-same doctrines of 

universal human rights.  Its further repercussions that end in knowing, and 

unnecessary deaths would appear to be beyond defense.   

 

Considering this, Iraq offers a helpful cross-cultural case study on the impact of 

sanctions.  Firstly, the statistics are considered more reliable due to ongoing 

international agencies having access to the data.  Secondly, as a joint designee of 

the axis of evil, Iraq has been privy to a lot of the same rhetoric from Washington.  

Unicef reported that even before President Bush’s 2003 invasion, 5000 children 

under the age of five died on average per month due to UNSC sanctions.321  This 

proves once again that the ability of the US to coerce the system for reasons of 

revenge and plunder prioritises Western ideals of sovereignty over the broader 

concerns of human rights.322  It is the “ideological fiction” implicit in American 

attempts at ‘Othering’ states deemed inferior to itself.323  Economic sanctions 

have been used as a form of post-Cold War containment, and in the case of Iraq 

alone have led to the death of close to one million infants.324  This in contrast to 

1990 when Iraq “had one of the healthiest and best-educated populations in the 
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world”.325  In 1996 the US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright confronted this 

situation in a televised interview.  When asked whether (at that point) half a 

million dead children “was a price worth paying” to oust the Iraqi regime she 

replied that the administration “think the price is worth it”.326  This became a 

rare departure from the simulation of state building and peacekeeping, even 

whilst the US moved toward human rights as a justification for its coercive 

diplomacy in non-compliant countries.  The US attempted to counter this with 

selective data blaming the Iraqi regime, not sanctions, as the reason aid was not 

reaching the people most at need (the same argument employed regarding North 

Korea).  This is repudiated by a further Unicef report chronicling the debilitating 

aspect sanctions had on the country, despite the best protestations of the US 

government.327  The data since 2003 makes for even grimmer reading, calculating 

that 100 infants are dying daily due to a combination of malnutrition, killings 

both direct and indirect (air strikes), and toxicity latent in the environment.328   

 

The statistics above would not seem entirely relevant to North Korea unless 

consideration is given to the near-universal impact of sanctions when coupled 

with the withdrawal of aid (enforced by South Korea’s likewise withdrawal).  The 

need for Pyongyang to rely on other avenues of funding has enabled Russia to 

reassert its influence on the peninsula, surely a development not conducive to 

American plans for a peaceful regional transition in the future.  The US has 

managed to further alienate North Korean citizens whilst encouraging Moscow to 

amplify its diplomatic clout within North East Asia.  Sanctions have also become 

a convenient excuse for maintaining a nuclear weapons program, to instill a 
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further pride in juche politics.329  The politicisation of human rights has been the 

most recent attempt at redrawing the Cold War boundaries that both Russia and 

the US increasingly appeal to, in an almost Pavlovian fondness for the ghosts of 

the past. 

 

 

5. Human rights as a political tool 

 

The US State Department releases reports each year on the human rights 

situation in other countries. Naturally a similar report is not issued on itself, and 

it is careful in what it chooses to say regarding client states.330 Interventions 

such as those referred to above only helped to “undermine(d) the moral authority 

of the United States to comment on human rights abuses in other parts of the 

world.”331  In contrast to the damnation of North Korea, the annual report on 

Saudi Arabia seems almost unemotional in its cataloguing of similar human 

rights abuses to those of Pyongyang.332  This despite the imminent beheading 

and crucifixion of a minor charged for ‘anti-government activities’.333  The North 

Korean report does provide a caveat acknowledging the non-existence of 

diplomatic relations posing a challenge to correct information.334  Of course, it is 

not a new phenomenon that “misinformation is a crucial part of war and politics” 

																																																								
329 Parenti, Michael.  2009,  “North Korea: “Sanity” at the Brink”.  Monthly Review, 25 
June 2009.  Available http://mrzine.mothlyreview.org/parenti250609.html  accessed 19 
April 2015. 
330 Beal, 2005: 130. 
331 Kessler, Glenn.  2005, “State Dept. study cites torture of prisoners”.  Washington 
Post, 1 March 2005.  Available http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
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– therefore the reliance upon ideology through which to secure domestic 

support.335   

 

It came as little surprise that both China and North Korea launched counter 

human rights reports on the US.  China first began the practice in 1998, and has 

been persistent and predictable in its conclusions.336  In essence these reports 

continue the type of intellectual horror tourism that has become human rights 

discourse since World War Two.  The claims from all sides are remarkably 

similar, and all have justifiable evidence with which to assert them.337  The most 

recent North Korean report targets essentially the same ‘crimes against 

humanity’ as that of the US, claims of political prison camps being the one 

notable difference.338  Naturally, such reports upon the US do not appear easily 

to researchers, as the algorithms of (predominantly American) search engines 

tend to tabulate them toward the end of lists.  This is not a factor peculiar to new 

technological phenomena as it was recognised in what Antonio Gramsci referred 

to as the control of cultural hegemony.339   

 

The US, through obfuscation, hegemonic ability to silence dissent, and UN 

complicity, is able to deny its own atrocities whilst damning North Korea with the 

same evidence.  The US releases annual human rights reports highlighting 

countries that are under its own sanctions so as to further justify both the 

sanctions and US moral superiority.340  This has escalated somewhat since 2003, 
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when Republican Senator Brownback introduced the North Korean Freedom 

Act.341  The North Korean Human Rights Act of the following year was passed by 

President Bush, reading as an equal condemnation of China in its policy of 

refoulement (in particular, s.304).342  The Act authorised the President to be 

allocated $2 million for each of the forward fiscal years so as to conduct 

espionage activities within North Korea in order to gain access to increased 

information (at s.104b.)  An explosion of human rights groups specific to and 

supportive of both acts has evolved since.  However, the spectacle of hard 

security (missiles, nuclear weapons) still prevails.  Between 2009-2012, there 

were 16 bills and resolutions in the US Parliament raised on these grounds; but 

only eight on the issue of human rights and refugees.343  This thesis would 

understand sanctions to be also a human rights issue, confusing the data just 

provided.  This is the tediousness of political bureaucracy and policy that tends 

to not engage citizen support.  For that you need personal witness. 

 

* 

 

While recent scholarship speaks to the knowability of Pyongyang’s elite, thanks 

to a ever-globalising world managing to infiltrate the country, the autopilot 

button on most commentators still presses Iron Curtain politics.  To amplify 

legitimacy, most commentators and scholars opt to highlight their personal 

proximity to Pyongyang in a way unseen in most other area studies.  Some of the 

most recognised texts regarding the Pyongyang regime sit uncomfortably close to 
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the genre of defector testimony.344  Defector accounts come as ideologically pre-

packaged texts and their adjective-laden lens is fixed from the first sentence due 

to the awareness of an ‘escape’ from the Other.  The narrative arc is one of a 

modern pilgrim’s progress, where repression and misinformation are supplanted 

by economic freedom and democratic salvation in the American-backed South.  

The rhetoric is not dissimilar to that of the Cold War era that saw Christian 

missionaries proselytise on the evils of communist China, its repression of free 

thought and assembly.  Though aligned with Maoist and Stalinist repression, 

neither of those historical regimes had contemporary evidence presented in the 

same way as the Kim regimes have.  There have been many important additions 

to the field of defector testimony, however most infamous of all has been Escape 

From Camp 14, due to revelations that the account was in parts fabricated.345 

 

It is unquestionable that such works have enormous value in colouring North 

Korean studies.  They are, however, rooted in domestic and regime politics, and 

say very little (if at all) about its international relations.  Defector testimony has 

been widely championed ever since the Brownback Act of 2004 and is a chance 

to use the voices of those suffering human rights abuses so as to legitimise the 

US narrative.346  This is both a growing area of North Korean study but a 

somewhat difficult field both ideologically and politically.  The reader is seeing 

from one side of the DMZ and not accounting for all narratives.  It is the 

repetitive pilgrims progress from communism to capitalism and ‘freedom’.  This 

has been the same Enlightenment narrative that justified colonisation and spoke 

about the white man’s burden of liberating unenlightened societies, even if the 
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UN Human Rights report suggests instead the definition of “refugees sur 

place”.347 

 

It is in such works that the act of ghosting most obviously appears.  While more 

impartial research acknowledges the idea of narratives haunted by the past – of 

the Second World War and the hidden transcripts of the Soviet Gulags – it also 

includes interdisciplinary work to fully flesh out multiple angles.  Very rarely 

does this occur in discussions of human rights, the area which will become the 

most active in the coming years when discussing North Korea.  “Countless events 

of the past, such as the Holocaust, cannot and should not be simply chased out 

of our collective memory”, Bleiker counsels.348  Having said that, the ‘tabula rasa 

of the consciousness’ (as he terms it) is necessary if we are to shrug off the 

mantras of traditional international relations theories so as to engage more 

honestly with the way geopolitics is evolving.  The ghosts need to be dealt with, 

both those of the “unresolved legacy of the Korean War” and those of the 

perceived threat of communism that is resurgent in the current era.349  The use 

of defector testimony tells us a lot about some of what occurs within North 

Korea.  Its use as a political weapon through parallels with the Holocaust suggest 

that the US has not been able to come to terms with what it so confidently 

described as the new world order.350  Rather, a lack of a clear narrative on North 

Korea reflects American concerns about global balances of power.  Talk of the 

Washington Consensus being trumped by a Beijing Consensus were short lived 

and perhaps the world is heading “toward a global dissensus”.351  The jostling for 

power that the Cold War enabled had a brief intermission during the era of rogue 

states.   
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The world may now have returned to 1945 politics.  As far as North Korea is 

concerned, the US is leading a push to recognise the spectre of concentration 

camps and nuclear capabilities inimical to Western controls.  Putin’s putsch is 

helping to escalate the legitimacy of this crisis in Washington.  The US was able 

to forget the Korean peninsula before, though North Korea never did.  The ghosts 

have come back to haunt the relationship and continued isolation of Pyongyang 

appears to be likely, though hardly helpful considering the ability of the US to 

enable regime longevity through its foreign policy choices. 
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Chapter Five 

The return: spectacle, simulation and spectre 

 

North Korea remains the American memento mori, an affront even over sixty years 

after the Armistice of 1953.  The three narratives discussed in this thesis are 

chronological as much as they can be individually dissected from a meta-

narrative of Otherness.  We now live in a September 12 paradigm in which 

America witnessed the repercussions of its frontier wars returning home.352  This 

was the apocryphal instance for the US in which “a spectacular reflection” upon 

its own security “sends the simulacrum away.”353  The repercussions personified 

by the Homeland Security measures were in memoriam of the fact that America 

has consistently silenced dissent at home as much as abroad.  Yet for all the 

self-absorbed analysis in Washington, the true test of America’s ability to engage 

with states like North Korea has been evident in its distinct lack of competing 

and questioning voices.354   

 

The US remains unwilling to properly engage with North Korea due to its security 

guarantee with South Korea, as much as through Pyongyang’s recalcitrance and 

its juche ideology.  It remains personally offended that so small a state with a 

‘tinpot dictator’ dare resist its might and the occasional foreign policy overtures 

made to it.355  Hence the use of sanctions, the reliance upon UN resolutions, the 

posturing simulations of the annual war games with the South.  The media 

unthinkingly presents, through its simplistic representations, the caricatures 

that are analysed as the three ghosts in this thesis: communist, rogue, human 

rights abuser.  It does not pause to consider the basis of these claims or how the 

complicity of US policy reinforces Pyongyang’s regime.  However America is not 
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alone in this mistake – over the decades both Beijing and Moscow have faced the 

same dismissive attitude from various Kim regimes.  Yet anger, revenge or 

humiliation has never proven to be a good basis for foreign policy decisions. 

 

Whilst the first ghost identified in this thesis, communism, is now degraded as 

an anachronism in most US media, it is still employed popularly and colloquially 

as part of a “terrified laugh”.356  Additionally, the nuclear weapons trope so 

essential to securitizing the rogue state designation seems to have been 

begrudgingly accepted; future discussions will largely be in dividing the hawks 

from the doves in US political analysis.  Through all this, the international 

system is still haunted by the Holocaust, by the images of the camps and the 

suffering.  While North Korea was a victim of World War Two, it is now again on 

the frontline of an aggressive American agenda of human rights campaigning 

aimed at restoring the supremacy believed to have been lost after an all-too-short 

unipolar moment.    

 

This reaction to its hauntology has resulted in an aggressively ideological return 

of the US wheel of political intrusion into the Korean peninsula due to 

institutional “ritual forgetting”.357  The rogue lens was never effectively 

securitised by the US despite the fact that representation has colonised modern 

thought through agents such as the mass media.358  It was (in hindsight) a vague 

designation that attempted to create a necessary sense of fear in the 

international interregnum between the end of the Cold War and the events of 

9/11.  North Korea remained a problem the US was unable to solve.  It remained 

for the theatrical spectacle of 9/11 to justify a shift in pre-emptive US foreign 

policy that the simulation of ideology could not.  This needed the collation of 

‘evidence’ through images however, and in this regard satellite surveillance has 

since been crucial in creating a nexus between nuclear capability and human 
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rights abuses.  The recourse to bearing witness – both above and on the ground – 

has reinjected visual testimony of moral superiority for the US.  This was the 

morality that had been diminished following the unilateral invasion of Iraq in 

2003.   

 

The American spectre of human rights abuses and rewrites history to legitimise 

past US intervention on the peninsula and future foreign policy regarding North 

Korea.  Evidence such as that presented by the Kirby Report of the UNHRC 

validates the third lens of this thesis as does the surveillance of both nuclear 

facilities and the kwanliso.  This reinforces American global control of 

knowledge,359 and knowledge as power which “neutralis[es] the truth in favour of 

the simulacrum”.360  In the face of simulation and spectre, the only weapon 

against this inundation of hyper-reality may be to “reinject realness and 

referentiality everywhere” and “for that purpose [the US] prefers the discourse of 

crisis.”361  That is: to reinject the human rights spectacle so weighed down with 

references to the twentieth century.362  To rely on the politic aesthetics that 

“favors the icons of suffering over the tomes of analysis.”363  This will continue 

and will remain in marked contrast to the monthly negotiations and diplomacy 

as seen regarding other states in North East Asia.   

 

This attempt at recapturing global sympathy after 9/11 has not been met with 

universal approval.  Forgetting the spectacles of counter-movements such as Al 

Qaeda, Boko Haram and Islamic State, there have been two occasions in 2015 in 

which North Korean leaders have been awarded accolades for their resistance in 

the face of belligerent American hegemony.  First, in an award presented by the 
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daughter of previous Indonesian President Sukarno (overthrown with the aid of 

the US due to his nationalist ambitions), Kim Jong Un was honoured for Global 

Statesmanship by the same agency that posthumously awarded Kim Il Sung the 

same accolade in 2001.364  Kim was celebrated for his “fight against neo-

colonialist imperialism”,365 in the spirit of the non-aligned movement that has 

fallen from popular recognition since the end of the Cold War.  Second, in August 

2015, to mark the seventieth anniversary of the Workers Party of (North) Korea, 

Syria named a park in Damascus after Kim Il Sung.366   

 

These two above awards do not amount individually to much global infamy but 

can be seen as part of a wider trend that seeks to reassert anti-US sentiment in 

states that have suffered under the hegemony of both the US and its consistent 

control of the UN and other global institutions.  There has been a surge in such 

counter-Nobel recognition among non-US aligned states of late, such as the 

Confucius Peace Prize to Fidel Castro in 2014 or the Al-Gaddafi International 

Prize for Human Rights to Hugo Chavez in 2004.367  These markers are evidence 

that America cannot escape its ghosts, as much as it seeks to rely on them for 

coercive and disciplinary measures.  Forever US public enemy number two, 

North Korea will continue to be engaged with through the aesthetics and culture 

of crisis – whether spectacle, simulation or spectre.  Whilst under the aegis of an 

Armistice, the ‘problem’ of North Korea and the ghosts it represents for the US 
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will continue to be securitised as long as “efforts to render political aesthetics 

culminate in one thing: war.”368 
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